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ear colleagues and friends,
This is a very special year for Tomsk Polytechnic University.
Firstly, this is the anniversary year — we recently celebrated
the 120th anniversary of this oldest technical university in
our country’s trans-Urals region. Created on the initiative of
the great chemist Dmitry Mendeleyev and the distinguished
statesman Sergey Vitte, the institute, over the period of its
existence, has educated a brilliant galaxy of world famous
scientists, developers, and engineers. Today TPU is one of
the most rapidly developing higher education institutions
in Russia. In 2009, it was awarded the status of Science
and Research University, which gave a powerful boost to
its fundamental research and exploratory development.
The university is steadily advancing in world ratings and is setting yet more
ambitious challenges. The satellite "Tomsk-TPU-120", first Russian spacecraft
made using 3D technology by TPU students and associates, was launched into
space.
The Russian Academy of Sciences fruitfully cooperates with Tomsk
Polytechnic University. Each September, during the International Forum on
Resource Efficiency, we jointly conduct a promising scientific campaign — the
Siberian Academic Week. Our goal is to organize scientific interdisciplinary
teams of our country’s young scientists headed by leading RAS academicians.
Young scientists will create unique projects in areas of green energy, robotic
technology and artificial intelligence, rational natural resource usage, and
other breakthrough fields. In this sense, Tomsk Polytechnic University is an
example for others, in terms of the number of talented young scientists and
in the presence of innovational fields. And to prove it all — here is the special
edition of the magazine V mire nauki / Scientific American, dedicated to TPU’s
scientific achievements, where you will find the widest variety of subjects:
from arctic research, oil development, and rare-earth elements to atomic
power engineering, nuclear and convergent technologies.
In conclusion, I would like to wish the whole team of Tomsk Polytechnic
University to continue to hold the bar high, gain new scientific achievements
and bright discoveries, and remain in good health!

Vladimir Fortov, President of the Russian Academy of Sciences
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The future generation is
arriving. Today we work for
it and with it, but soon it
will work for itself, for us,
for the country, and for the
mankind.

I NTRODUCTION

PU Rector Petr Chubik speaks about
resource efficiency not as a term but
an ideology.

In the Beginning Was the Word

Christians have a parable. Three bricklayers were
asked what they were doing. The first one said, “I am
laying bricks.” The second one replied, “I am earning
money to feed my family.” And the third one answered,
“I am building a temple that will last a thousand
years.” Our university associates also “lay bricks” —
they give lectures, conduct scientific experiments, develop new technologies, but in the wide sense of the
word they are building a temple — the temple of science
and education. Of course, it is not a thousand years old
yet, but even 120 years is a decent age. TPU initially
was created as a polytechnic higher education institution, a sort of “multiconfessional temple.” For example,
today we provide education and research in such various fields as nuclear physics, geology and petroleum
engineering, biotechnology, mechanical engineering,
chemistry, power engineering, etc. In 2009, when we
started working on the development program as participants of the federal contest for TPU as a national
research university, we faced the question: what general idea, what “religion” do we want to practice in our
“temple”? What could unite various fields of scientific and educational activity into one vector of development? We had many disputes and conducted a dozen
of brainstorm sessions, until one day this general basis was found: all of our most promising projects, educational programs are in one way or another related to
the issue of efficient resource usage, i.e. resource efficiency. And at the same time, in 2009, we formulated our “creed,” our mission: “To increase the country’s
competitiveness, providing training of the engineering elite, generation of new knowledge and innovative
ideas, and creating resource-efficient technology.” We
were able to foresee the trends that later got developed
in the world scientific and educational — as well as political — agendas. For example, the Resource Efficiency
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Strategic Plan was introduced by the European Committee in 2011, and in 2013 our country started the
program for increasing the competitiveness of leading
Russian universities (the program of getting five Russian universities into the top 100 world higher education
facilities by year 2020. — Editor’s note).

Cheap but Not Easy

What is resource efficiency? I always say this to my
students: efficient means fast, better (higher quality), cheaper. As we know, there are five main types
of resources: material, finances, labor, time, and information. Resource efficiency is the ability to obtain a faster, higher quality, and cheaper result with
less resource spending. A while ago it was believed
that the problem with these conditions has no solution, since we have to choose “either — or”: either better (higher quality), or cheaper, because “good is never
cheap.” This conclusion is very well illustrated by the
well known example from the American mathematician George Dantzig. When the first powerful computers appeared, he entered into the machine the data on
various products’ calories and prices and tried to find
the cheapest menu with the daily norm of calories.
The computer produced the following result: “Drink
18 liters of vinegar daily.”
Today’s world is much more multidimensional and
complicated. There are no simple schemes and formulas. Many modern technologies make it possible
to obtain a higher quality product faster and with less
spending.
To illustrate, I will provide the following example. During Soviet times, many large greenhouse
facilities were built in the Tomsk Region, and all of
them were getting virtually free heat from the Siberian Chemical Complex stations. When the country
entered the market relations, it turned out that the
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In Russia, the idea of resource
efficiency is not really soughtafter. This is why for one unit
of products we spent up to
three times more than in
Europe.
thermal and electric power is not free at all. Greenhouses kept closing, because each tomato or cucumber grown there might as well be made of gold due to
the high cost of power and heat resources. But several
years ago, a large greenhouse facility reappeared next
to Tomsk, and it works quite profitably. It is headed
by a TPU graduate. Today there are new technologies,
where power resource consumption is different, even
the light is completely different there. If you control
its intensity and other parameters properly, the same
amount of spendings could bring the crop to ripeness
twice as fast. And this is just by light alone — without
the use of any fertilizers and chemicals.
It is this kind of technology development that Tomsk
Polytechnic University is relying upon. Of course, in
our country that is abundant with natural resources,
the idea of resource efficiency is not as much soughtafter as in Europe. As a result, one unit of product
costs us two to three times more than in developed
countries. This is why the net cost of our production
is higher, which causes us to lose in the competitive
market. So we have no other choice but to learn to use
resources efficiently and implement resource-efficient
technologies.
TPU is setting the goal of becoming one of the leading world scientific and educational
centers in resource-efficient technologies. Our university has accumulated a good research potential in this
area. I will speak about some of our
projects.

 dvisor Victor Panin and director Sergey Psakhie
a
have been heading our departments for many years
now; they also are a part of the TPU scientific council. We are working on composite materials, on unique
materials with double reinforcing, on 3D technology
that we use for manufacturing goods, including those
under space conditions. We recently launched a 3D
satellite, which is currently operating aboard the International Space Station and should be sent into
open space during the next spacewalk by the Russian
cosmonauts.
For space, not only materials but coating is important as well. In this field we also have many unique
projects. At the Mikhail Reshetnyov Information Satellite Systems JSC, the coating on all GLONASS satellites is done using TPU technology. We built a separate production facility where six of our units operate.
This coating protects the on-board equipment from
solar radiation and overheating, thus significantly extending the satellite’s operating life. Last year, together with RAS Institute of Physics of Strength and Materials Science, our scientists developed transparent
coating for flight vehicle windows, including the ISS,
which protects them from micrometeoroids (space
dust). This project is already going into tests. Nobody
has done anything like it, including the Americans.

Industrial Tomography and Non-Destructive Testing

Technology and developments in the field of non-destructive testing is our own specific topic. Among
Russian universities there are none that are more advanced in this area than TPU. Today we are perfecting
the technology of obtaining tomographic images with
simultaneous or alternating use of various emission
sources: radiation, ultrasonic, thermal. This polytech
technology is already being used to control the quality of welding seams on space rockets, airplanes, gas

Space Materials Science

The term “space” is quite provisional
here. The thing is that space is a very
aggressive environment: high radiation, huge temperature fluctuations,
etc. If we create something that could
operate in space, then it will operate in any other complicated conditions, including the Arctic and ocean
depths.
We work on space materials science conjointly with Tomsk Institute of Physics of Strength and Materials Science SB RAS. Its academic
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pipelines, and large-scale industrial products. Inspectoral and examination complexes that were built using
betatrons — the smallest in
the world electronic accelerators developed at TPU — today operate in several countries and were also used at
the Sochi 2014 Winter Olympics. The work on perfecting
betatrons and creating microtomographs continues —
also, for laboratory animals.

Nuclear Technology for
Medicine

The only university research
nuclear reactor in the Asian
part of the country operates
at TPU. In addition to fundamental research in the nuclear physics field, the university scientists use it for
application work, including the production of radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosing oncologic, cardiologic, and other diseases. Millions of patients were examined and diagnosed using our drugs. Today we are
steadily advancing towards theranostics — the medical technology that allows diagnosing and treating
the disease simultaneously. In the nearest future, we
expect to launch the medical betatrons into mass production.

TPU Rector Petr Chubik.
technologies for coal gasification that would allow obtaining more power with less CO2 emission. In other
words, we are doing what would ensure our country’s
observance of the Paris Agreement. We also work with
solid-oxide fuel cells for hydrogen power that operates
on syngas — a product of coal gasification.

Difficult Natural Resources

The geological mining school is one of TPU’s oldest scientific schools. It was founded by academician Vladimir Obruchev, one of the first Lenin Prize laureates,
Eco-Power
the author of multiple scientific works, as well as sciThis means environmentally friendly high-efficiency ence fiction novels, such as “The Sannikov Land,”
power production using traditional energy carriers. “Plutonium,” etc. He was the first dean of our instiWith support from Inter RAO JSC, TPU is developing tution’s Mining Department. Obruchev’s student,
Mikhail Usov, became the first Siberian academician, and Usov’s student Kanysh Saptaev was the first
president of the Kazakhstan Academy of Sciences. Such powerful roots
prompted the creation of a school
that produced over 350 discoverers of
mineral deposit fields. Therefore, the
well-being of Russia as a raw mineral producing country is largely based
on the results of the work done by our
graduates and associates, who explored many deposit fields of oil, gas,
uranium, gold, copper, iron, and other extractable resources.
These natural resources are called
exhaustible because sooner or later
they will end. Today many traditional hydrocarbon fields are at the stage
Sergey Zhvachkin, Tomsk Region Governor and Chairman of the TPU
of falling production, so the current
Supervisory Council, at the 120th TPU anniversary celebration.
agenda is to develop new modern
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technologies of finding and exploring non-traditional
oil and gas fields, including shale. TPU has great experience and a powerful foundation in this area, both
scientific and educational. For example, in 2001 we
cooperated with Heriot — Watt University (Edinburgh,
Great Britain) to train petroleum geologists and specialists in developing (building hydrodynamic models) of oil and gas fields. These are unique specialists.
Russian and foreign oil and gas companies literally
snap them up instantly.
Now we are launching another master’s program
that will train specialists in developing offshore fields.
In the scientific sense, TPU scientists conjointly
with Institute of Marine Technology of the Far-East
R AS Branch and international colleagues are planning several expeditions later this year that will use a
submarine robot to research the gas-hydrate concentrations in the Arctic shelf.
TPU has a Center of Practical Geologic Training
in Khakassia, which is a unique natural laboratory.
I will take the risk of claiming that such a geologic
practice ground does not exist anywhere else in the
world.

Command Systems and Telecommunications

Many others deal with this subject, but we found our
niche — the command systems for mobile and hardto-reach objects, including group objects. These could

Resource efficiency is
a culture, which is instilled by
training and education. We
train specialists capable of
developing it and advocate it
just about anywhere.
include, for example, meteorological stations located
in the Arctic, to where frequent trips are problematic.
Mobile and remote objects include submarine deepsea robots or a batch of satellites in space. They require constant communication; we must be able to
control them, receive signals and images. Our developments allow the implementation of all this, which
is confirmed by two prizes from the Government of
the Russian Federation in science and technology,
awarded to TPU scientists, including one of the prizes
to young scientists.

Start with Yourself

Resource efficiency is a culture, and just as any other culture it is instilled by training and education.
Setting the goal to become the leading scientific and
educational center in the field of resource-efficient
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Nobel Laureate Dan Shekhtman, Chairman of TPU
International Scientific Council, at the lecture.
technology, we are not limiting ourselves just to scientific research and exploratory work. We also train
the appropriate specialists — engineers, executives,
researchers — who as students already become active proponents of the resource-efficiency ideology,
are capable of developing it and advocate it just about
anywhere — from production to public domain. But
we start not even in college. TPU has two kindergartens, where children, while playing, are already given the basic knowledge on resource efficiency. For talented high-school students, the university has a lyceum that was acknowledged as one of the best schools
in Russia. The 10th and 11th grade students, together with TPU instructors, already become authors and
co-authors of original projects, including those in resource efficiency. We introduced a mandatory course
“Resource Efficiency” in the bachelor program and
wrote the first in the country study guide, “The Basics of Resource Efficiency.”
Our university, calling itself the center of resource
efficiency, is striving to become the example in efficient use of resources it currently possesses. We put
together a resource-efficiency development program
until year 2018, where, among other things, we set
the goal of turning the university campus into a power-efficiency complex. Nearly all of our dormitories
that are 50 to 70 years old have undergone reorganization, and today their power consumption has fallen by 15%. Each year, the repairs of the rooms and

Introduction

Vladimir Putin at TPU International Scientific and
Education Laboratory of Non-Destructive Testing.
common facilities are done by students themselves as
a part of a student construction brigade. This is not
only economic, but also ensures good preservation of
repaired facilities, because extra care is always taken
of something made by one’s own hands.
A “resource-efficiency revolution” has also taken
place in TPU’s personnel and financial sectors. Two
years ago, all university associates were transferred
to efficient contracts — we were one of the first in the
country. Being paid according to the result rather
than the process has already brought tangible benefits: there was a significant increase in publication activity, citation, results of student work, etc.
TPU aspires to become the center for popularizing
and distributing the resource-efficiency ideology and
its scientific elaboration. We joined the world-renown
editor Elsevier to begin the publication of Resource-Efficient Technology (REFFIT) magazine, the first international scientific English-language publication that
specializes in resource-efficient technologies. We hope
that in the near future, this magazine will occupy its
rightful place among world scientific periodicals. In
September, TPU together with the Russian Academy
of Sciences is conducting an international Resource
Efficiency Forum in Tomsk. The preparation work is
under way, and according to the number of replies to
our invitations to participate, the forum subject generates a lot of interest among scientists, industrialists, politicians in Russia and other countries.

w w w.sci-ru.org

Benefits and Advantages

The best part about resource efficiency is that it benefits us in two ways: it brings advantage in the way of
profit, and it is also directed at the good of the people
and society. I see this duality as the key factor in the
resource-efficiency formula. We do both: advantage
for people and society, profit for the university. You
could say that Tomsk Polytechnic University is a university that produces benefits for mankind.
I understand perfectly well that we are still at the
very beginning of a long way. It will be extremely
difficult to change our wasteful practices, our crossyour-fingers and “it has always been this way”
mentality. In the last six to seven years, we haven’t
advanced as far as we would like to in our internal
changes. But what gives us optimism is that today
the university is being joined by a new generation of
scientists and instructors, engineers and manages.
This is the so-called Generation Y that was raised
in new socio-economic conditions of unobstructed
access to wide information. This generation is
completely different, and our today’s students are
completely different. The ideas of resource efficiency
no longer look secondary to them. The generation of
the future is arriving. Today we work for it and with it.
But soon it will work for itself, for us, for the country,
and for the mankind.
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ARCTIC RESEARCH

T R E A S U R E S

he phrase “North Pole” always symbolized the most
remote and cold lands only real heroes could reach.
And to live there and reclaim the territory appeared
totally inconceivable. However, the time has come,
and now mankind is facing Arctic research and
a range of challenges that come along with it. This is
the topic of our conversation with Alexey Mazurov,
First Vice-Rector of Tomsk Polytechnic University,
professor of the Department of Geology and Oil Field
Development.
“Why do we need all this? It is so remote, difficult,
and risky?”
“Today it’s no secret that the Arctic contains huge
supplies of hydrocarbons, the basic compounds of organic chemistry. Mankind can no longer exist without them. The propane-butane mix and methane are
used as precious gas fuel. Liquid hydrocarbons compose a significant part of engine and rocket fuel. They
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are used as solvents, along with methane derivatives.
Solid hydrocarbons are used in production of rubber,
plastics, detergents, as well as in food industry, electrical engineering, and radio technology. Hydrocarbons are used in the atomic power industry as moderators and coolants for nuclear reactors. The Arctic
has all of this. But before reclaiming and using these
goods, we must first perform a comprehensive study.

Arctic Research

O F T H E

SHELF

I mean the climate, the seafloor, the types of rocks
that compose the shelf. And most importantly — we
must discover these mineral deposits. We all know
that they do exist in the Arctic. But it is a huge territory, while the deposits are just a dot that we must find.
“Another important aspect is to reclaim the gigantic
reserves of gas hydrates. According to estimates published in one of the Marine Geology issues, the hydrocarbon reserves in the form of sea gas hydrates exceed
all known reserves of oil, natural gas, and coal by a factor of nearly 200! Moreover, the major part of these undeveloped energy reserves is located on the Russian
shelf — the continental slope. As we know, the widest
and shallowest marine shelf of the global ocean is located in the Eastern Arctic seas. This is where the biggest part of the submarine permafrost remains, controlling the integrity of huge reserves of hydrates.
“In order to research all these processes, last year we
undertook two expedition trips; this year we are conducting two more. While last year’s trips were taken
in winter, when we were drilling from shore ice, this
year’s expeditions are taking place in summer. The

w w w.sci-ru.org
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first one, scheduled for July,
studies the transport process of organic and nonorganic land-originated carbon in
the system ‘Ob River — Kara
Sea.’ The second issue that we
are studying in detail concerns
methane outbursts from the
bottom sediments in Eastern
Arctic seas into the water layer, as well as the rivers’ influence of the processes that take
place in the Laptev Sea.”
“What will be the subject of
this expedition trip?”
“The emphasis will be on
studying the condition of submarine permafrost and quantitative analysis of methane
outbursts from bottom sediTPU scientists researched the Eastern Arctic seas aboard the
vessel “Oden,” the only scientific icebreaker ship in the world.
ments in Eastern Arctic seas
into the atmosphere. It is very
important to understand in what amounts the gas hy- a few hours timeframe, while now it will be much easdrates, which have formed thousands and millions of ier. In other words, our machine will ‘walk’ near the
years ago, are vented into today’s atmosphere. For sev- bottom at the precise distance we need and transmit
eral million years, methane remained in a preserved the processed data. Therefore, we significantly expand
state that resembles ice, and now all of a sudden it the selection area and cut the time required for studystarted to degrade and disintegrate. So it is not just ing each square kilometer.”
the climate that gets significantly affected by this. We
“Recently you had publications in recognized sciperform drilling, but first we must know exactly how entific magazines, including Nature Geoscience.”
much methane is emitted.”
“What is this equipment that you developed?”
“Tomsk Polytechnic University, jointly with the Far
Eastern Academic Institute, is developing an unmanned submarine vehicle that will help us conduct
our research in September. The July tests that our vehicle underwent in Vladivostok were a success. We
plan to load it onto the research ship and plunge it all
the way to the sea bottom in order to study in detail
the gas bubbles sizes and the rate of their outbursts
from the bottom into the water.”
“How deep will the vehicle submerge?”
“Not very deep. The depth of the Laptev Sea and the
shelf area that we are researching reaches 100 meters, but on average it ranges from 50 to 80 meters.
The vehicle could submerge as deep as several kilometers, but we don’t need it here. It is equipped with
sensors that measure the methane content in the wa“Indeed, in our research we made a conservative ester, its temperature, salinity, and other climate-affect- timate of bubble methane outburst from Eastern Arcing factors. We set a task for our developers to make tic seas into the atmosphere; this value was estimated
the vehicle work independently for as long as possible. at 18 million tons of methane per year, which is about
It will have ‘eyes’ — video cameras, as well as ‘ears’, two to three times higher than was previously consid‘hands’, etc… It is crucial for us that it not just mea- ered for the entire global ocean.”
sures the methane content, but also shows us its dy“So, the degradation speed of gas hydrates affects
namic flow, calculates its speed. We developed special the climate change. But what affects gas hydrates
programs that allow us to determine the flux intensity themselves?”
by the number of emitted bubbles. The previously used
“There are disputes going on this subject, so there
methods allowed us to observe bubble fluxes within is no agreement of opinion up to this day. In order for

It is extremely important
to study the submarine
permafrost conditions,
because in the process of
drilling deep wells for oil and
gas extraction, it is possible to
hit a layer of hydrates, which
could lead to an accident with
heavy consequences.
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In the floating laboratory, researchers studied how
the Siberian rivers affect the climatic changes.
the gas hydrates to be stable, there must be low temperature or high pressure. Better both. Today the sea
is transgressing. For example, during the ice age, the
sea level lowered and there was a cold desert in place of
today’s shelf; there were below-freezing temperatures
there (annual average — as low as -20° С). Now, when
the sea has arrived there, the temperature has raised
above freezing. And it has been rising gradually: for
example, at first it was two degrees above freezing,
then four degrees, etc. So gas hydrates start destabilizing as a result of submarine permafrost degradation. Therefore, the more and the longer the sea transgress is, the higher the intensity of hydrate degradation. However, I emphasize, this is just a hypothesis
that still must be proven.”
“In other words, the surface of the global ocean
is growing?”
“Apparently it is, if the current warming tendency
continues.”
“A while ago, I interviewed Andrey Kapitza, when
he was the head of the Natural Resources Department at MSU. In those days, everyone was running
around crazy with the global warming idea. He was
one of the few who insisted that there is no global
warming, that we are simply going through a natural oscillating process, and that nothing catastrophic related to human activity is happening.
Just the opposite, we are experiencing a cycle related to moderate cooling. Are you familiar with
his works?”
“Of course, I am. A climatic cycle is approximately
100 thousand years long. In the course of these cycles, oscillations happen either way: ice ages cause
the sea level to rise by about 100–120 meters, and
cooling periods bring it down to the same level. According to these calculations, we are currently going

w w w.sci-ru.org

through a period of global cooling. Andrey Kapitza was absolutely right.”
“However, this is not what
we are observing. So what’s
going on?”
“It turns out that this cycle has shifted a bit, or just
broke — whatever you like better. Why? This is a very interesting question, the answer
to which could win the Nobel
Prize.”
“Why do you think it happened?”
“Our viewpoint is as follows.
The degradation of submarine
permafrost, the destabilization
of gas hydrates, the continuing
sea transgression — all these
factors contribute to today’s
climatic changes. In order to
provide quantitative estimates of this contribution, we
must continue our massive research of arctic seas on a
permanent basis. This is very expensive but absolutely
necessary for the entire mankind.”
“We talked a lot about the second, September, expedition, but you did not say anything about the
July trip to the Ob River.”

SWERUS-C3 became one of the major and
most extensive international scientific Arctic
expeditions in recent years.
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The degradation of
submarine permafrost,
the destabilization of gas
hydrates, and the sea
transgression contribute to
today’s climatic changes.
“Ob is a great Siberian river, and it’s no accident
that we are taking a close look at it. The sea warming is taking place because the large rivers that flow
into it — Lena, Ob, and Yenisei — carry huge amounts
of fresh warm water. They lower the salinity, the sea
temperature rises, and the submarine permafrost degrades.”
“But all these rivers have been carrying their waters into the sea for many years. Why did the warming start just now?”
“The warming started not now, but at least 15 thousand years ago. And now we are facing its consequences.”
“Is this a purely research project? Or it has some
kind of applied significance?”
“We believe that it had applied significance from the
very beginning, because the next step will be to install
a platform, start drilling, and extract crucial natural
resources that directly affect our modern-day lives. So
it’s not pure science, even though fundamental science
here is extremely important.”
“Who participates in these expedition trips?”

“These are interinstitutional trips. There are many
talks now about uniting, so several structures are
participating here. It’s not just our Tomsk Polytechnic University, but also the Academy of Sciences —
the Pacific Oceanological Institute of the R AS Far
Eastern Branch, the Petr Shirshov R AS Institute of
Oceanology headed by Leopold Lobkovsky, the Moscow State University, the Stockholm University… We
have very many young scientists — post-graduate
students, candidates of sciences, even doctors of sciences. The age range is very broad. If we talk about
the marine expedition, it will be carried aboard the
well-known science and research ship ‘Academician
Lavrentiev.’ For the river expedition, we chartered
a ship in Salekhard, where we placed our laboratories and filled them with all kinds of research equipment.”
“Did you have any unexpected findings, encounters?”
“Encounters — if only with polar bears. But I
wouldn’t call them unexpected. They always approach our vessels together with their cubs. Many
people attribute them aggressiveness, but in reality they are very curious and demonstrate peaceful
behavior. Generally speaking, it is important to remember that we research not so much the seaf loor,
but the submerged part of the land, the shelf. This is
our part of the continent, its continuation. We have
proven it. By the way, here is a live demonstration of
how sea could transgress upon land. This is exactly why it is so shallow there. And when we study the
seaf loor, we find there not oceanic but continental
sediments. This is the territory that could previously be inhabited by people, ancient organisms, so it
The Arctic research laboratory
was created at TPU.

TPU has served base for gathering
a powerful international team of scientists.
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Arctic Research
is quite possible to find artifacts that could be of archeological and paleontological value.”

Igor Semiletov, doctor of geological and mineralogical sciences, TPU professor, RAS corresponding
member:
“Besides the inherent value as potential raw hydrocarbons, hydrates present a geo-ecological danger
factor. Hydrate destabilization produces gases (mainly methane), which leads to the increase of the initial
solid body volume by about 150–170 times, resulting
in an explosion. In the process of drilling deep wells
for oil and gas extraction, it is possible to hit such a
layer of hydrates, which could lead to an accident with
heavy consequences. This is why it is extremely important to conduct comprehensive research of submarine permafrost condition. This is exactly why we use
interdisciplinary approach and get various specialists
involved in our work.”

Natalia Shakhova, doctor of geological and mineralogical sciences, professor of TPU Institute of Natural Resources:
“The process of intensive methane emission into
the atmosphere was first noticed by our colleagues.
Knowing that methane is the second in significance
greenhouse gas (after carbon dioxide), we suggested that substantial amounts of it could pour into the
atmosphere as a result of degradation of submarine
permafrost and hydrates. This hypothesis was proposed and published by us in the Science magazine
back in 2010. And it proved to be correct. For further
research with support of the Russian government,
we created, together with Professor Igor Semiletov,

Alexey Mazurov, First Vice-Rector of TPU.
an international laboratory for arctic seas research,
where we carry out important scientific research, including the arctic climate and the processes that affect it.”

Interview by Natalia Leskova

TPU Professor Igor Semiletov (right) during the SWERUS-C3 Arctic expedition.
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Earth

OUTSIDE THE WINDOW

A spacecraft is being constantly
bombarded by hypervelocity fine
particles. There are huge amounts
of such microparticles, whose
activity causes the spacecraft
window to gradually get covered
with microcraters, resulting in loss
of transparency.

SPACE TECH NOLOGY

ussian space ships operate wonderfully under most
extreme conditions, while various devices observe the
Earth through durable and optically transparent windows.
What does Tomsk Polytechnic University have to do with
this, one might ask?

Unlike TPU, the SB R AS Institute of Physics of
Strength and Materials Science (IPSM) is located not
in the center of Tomsk, but at the city’s green outskirt.
However, such remoteness does not look disadvantageous, because this area in the east part of town is
called the Tomsk Academic Town. Here, on 200 hectares of land, there are not just accommodation facilities, but also seven serious SB RAS institutes and the
Special Economic Zone complex for technology development. Everything that has anything to do with science is right here: once you pass the boundary stele,
on the left you see the Special Zone, on the right you
see IPSM.
The laboratories we need are located in the basement. We reach them by a labyrinth of corridors. On
the sides, there are not even doors, but gates. Everything here is built very solidly and thoroughly. But
this should come as no surprise — after all, this is the
Institute of Strength.
At the end of our underground journey is the spacious laboratory of the TPU Center for Advanced Research named “Multilevel Dynamic Modeling of Materials and Constructions.” The facility is filled with
computers, closets, and physical instruments of incomprehensible designation.
“We created the network centers and laboratories
where representatives of Energia Rocket and Space
Corporation (RSC Energia) work together with IPSM
scientists and TPU specialists,” says IPSM director
Alexey Yakovlev. “Such network interaction secures
a synergetic effect: technologies are being developed
on the basis of fundamental scientific research, while
simultaneously solving applied and production issues.
Our main focus of operation is multilevel dynamic
modeling of materials and constructions. We develop
a new material, then we use its characteristics to build
a 3D model of the product where the device operations
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Alexey Yakovlev, Director of TPU Institute
of High Technology Physics.
are planned. The model is tested virtually for various
loads that could occur during real-life operation.”
“G-stress, vibration, thermal exposure, bumping.”
“Yes, and such virtual testing can be conducted on
several parameters simultaneously. In other words,
we consider the system of external factors impact.
The tests allow us to find the construction’s weak elements. After we fix them, we start the field tests.”
“But is it even possible to test in Earth conditions
for guaranteed work efficiency something that
must operate in space?”
“We have equipment that allows us, in field tests, to
partially model the external impact. The objective is to
determine, on a more serious and realistic level, any
mismatches or weak construction elements. In the
end, we make a conclusion: in such and such places
the construction must be redone or the material substituted.”
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Space Technology
Non-Realistic Flight

The TPU and IPSM scientists conjointly conduct the
tests using a unique mobile three-component laser scanning Doppler vibration meter, or simply put,
a 3D laser vibrometer. It helps carry out virtual tests
of components for space vehicles, cars, machines, airplanes, sea vessels, etc. It determines failures and
weak spots using the oscillation frequency that is read
and sent to a computer using a laser beam. Such a 3D
vibrometer enables us to determine, at the engineering stage, the exact vibration of every part. This device
will help scientists and engineers to solve prime highpriority problems for space and aircraft engineering,
as well as mechanical engineering. What’s especially
convenient is that the laser vibrometer can also operate on large objects. And even then, a rocket or a ship
engine that needs testing is not required to be shipped
to Tomsk. It suffices to model a computer “double” and
send it to TPU via electronic networks. The rest of the
work will be done by the center associates.
Igor Smolin, senior researcher at the laboratory of
mechanics of structurally nonuiform environments,
tells more about the activity of TPU Center for Advanced Research “Multilevel Dynamic Modeling of Materials and Constructions.”
“In the process of creating samples of aviation and
space equipment, testing is the most critical phase,
where it becomes apparent whether the product satisfies the specified requirements. Strength characteristics are extremely important, so the sample doesn’t
break or get destroyed. The most frequent type of impact is vibrations that take place, for example, during the launch phase. Traditionally, physical tests are
carried out on a virbobench. But today’s technologic
advances enable us to conduct many operations using
a computer. At the same time, there is an increase in modeling procedures and calculation accuracy; the mathematical part is improved as well.”

“Are such computer tests more economic?”
“Certainly. When the objective is to create a certain
prototype, it’s easy: we create it, we test it, and we
launch it. But when we’re talking about mass production with insignificant modifications, it makes more
sense to use computer modeling instead of field tests.
Suppose, we added several instruments to a satellite, which does not require testing the entire aggregate: we just redo the calculations, and once we get
the result that everything is OK, we are ready to implement. And we just saved a lot of money in the process.”
“But is it possible to get along without field tests?”
“Not yet, unfortunately. In the meantime, there are
certain requirements in our country, governmental
and internal standards that require conducting field
tests for any, no matter how minor, changes. It is much
easier abroad, where computer modeling is used much
more frequently.
“We conduct multilevel dynamic modeling of materials and constructions. Now we are developing the idea
of creating the construction from the material. Modern
materials are mostly composite, each of which has its
own structure. This is why now we say, ‘We can make
whichever material we need.’ We will add composites,
metal-ceramics, create a new material in such a way
that it fits this particular construction, this particular part, this particular task. This is also a trend, a direction where science and technology development is
going.”
“What do you mean by multilevel modeling?”
“In order to create a construction, we must understand how the material behaves on different levels —
from the lowest, atomic and molecular, to the general
structure of the construction itself and its additives.
This is especially important for composite materials.

Center for Advanced Research “Multilevel Dynamic
Modeling of Materials and Constructions”.
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Space Technology
The complex of non-destructive quality control
of connections obtained by friction stir welding.

Thermal-imaging control of
friction stir welding.
We placed the word ‘multilevel’ on the first place in the
name of the process, and we consider it one of our own
know-how. This research is done in phases, because
it’s difficult to enter the entire structure of the material into the computer, because there is too much information. The scale increases as the process goes on.
First we conduct detailed research at the lowest level, then we move higher, all the way to the construction level.”
“The most risky and dangerous parts are seams
and joints?”
“Exactly. A construction that uses different materials uses various types of connections: welding seams,
traditional rivet connections, etc. For dynamic oscillations, the so-called damping is used, which absorbs energy. The multilevel approach first takes into
account the connection between materials directly in
the composite material, then connections between the
construction elements, and finally the construction itself.”
“What types of impact is it possible to test using
the mathematical model?”
“All kinds. Vibration, so-called random loads, shock
loads. The latter ones take place on space vehicles during ejection of rocket stages. Such impacts can also
lead to dangerous consequences.”
“Was anything you tested launched into space?”
“The nanosatellite ‘Tomsk-TPU-120’. It was delivered
safe and sound aboard the International Space Station. For new satellites, the body frames are already
being developed using dynamic modeling. This is a
unique complex.”
“Does it happen that the results of mathematical
modeling and field tests differ?”
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“Of course, it happens. It would be strange if everything matched perfectly. We must verify the models according to the experiment. There are certain criteria
the model must correspond to. Perfect matches never
happen. Computer technology is needed to calculate
and eliminate these risks. We must understand that
computer modeling is suited not just for space applications. Similar procedures are used in the auto industry. In Germany, field tests are a thing of the past. Previously, it used to be that when a new car is created,
hundreds of body shells were built and tested in the
air tunnel, subjected to crash tests, etc. Now everything is mostly done using computer modeling. This
speeds up and cheapens the process, while allowing
more accurate reproduction and prediction of the construction behavior.”
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Welding and Stirring

In the adjacent room, there is some object lying on its
side — a piece of a big tube or a small rocket. Its internal surface is being leisurely roamed by some complicated and certainly robotized machine. This is the
only diagnostic complex in our country that controls
the quality of welding seams and large parts of rockets and other space vehicles. The system was developed by TPU Institute of High Technology Physics. Igor
Smolin tells us about this system and the new welding
technology.
“Here is an example of successful cooperation between university and academic science and the potential of industry enterprises. It all started when
RSC Energia decided to implement for body shell
parts the welding technique using friction with stirring. This body shell has a seam from a regular argon-arc welding and a seam from friction stir welding. Since the latter happens without melting, by
means of material plasticization and its stirring up
in plastic condition, its defects have nothing in common with those that occur during melting. RSC had
no problems with control, but they needed a diagnostic complex. Their main condition was the use of
large body items measuring 4 to 5 meters in diameter.”
“I see a smaller diameter here.”
“This is just 2 meters, but it’s only a sample. Generally, friction stir welding is a very promising and highquality welding method. It enables welding together
different alloys, such as aluminum that does not weld
using the regular argon-arc method. There are plenty
of advantages, but there is an issue of high sensitivity
to operating modes, complying with which has much
higher importance than in regular welding. The customer needs a reliable control system. We gave Energia
our technology for controlling such welding connections in body parts. TPU supplied the diagnostic complex prototype last year, when the work on this project
was complete.
“Our sample contains 35-mm-thick aluminum. It is
very difficult to connect using regular methods, and
RSC technology requires very thick welding. Now we
have a program on developing new modules for the
ISS. We weld 35-mm panels, which are then milled inward and get a wafer-like cellular structure with reinforcement plates and wall thickness up to 2 mm.”
“On the one hand, very light, on the other hand,
very strong.”
“Yes, it is very strong. A robot crawls along the seam,
determines its quality and diagnoses defects. It contains a control unit and a mobile structure that moves
on a special guide track, which is secured along the
seam using suction pads. The robot moves along the
seam, scans it, and logs the results into a database.
The inspector analyzes the results and forms the record of testing. If we use a long enough guide track, we
can surround this whole thing.”
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“Let’s get back to the miraculous welding: where
did it come from?”
“In Russia, it was first used on Sespel, an enterprise in Cheboksary that manufactures road tankers. We (TPU, IPSM, and Sespel) submitted a joint project through the Federal Special Purpose Program and
won the contest. While we studied this welding technique, we realized that we must advance even further
and try to weld the unweldable. We moved on to alloys,
which do not weld using regular methods, and added ultrasonic impact. Powerful ultrasound used in the
process additionally plasticizes the material. Now we
can reliably weld materials that are considered hardto-weld or even unweldable. As a result, we developed
the technology of welding using friction with stirring
and ultrasonic impact.”
“What economic effect could such technology
produce?”
“We haven’t made any calculations so far, but I’m
sure that the company we work with has done it. Of
course, initially this requires large investments into
the equipment. But then it produces a significant eco-

The space window has three
glass panels. They have
different diameters and
carry different functions,
but it is the first, outside,
glass that is under constant
micrometeoroid impact.
nomic effect, because this kind of welding is faster,
higher quality, does not require expendable material
or gas, and takes less human effort. And the speed of
welding is much higher.”

Earth outside the Window

Further along the corridor is the laboratory of materials science of coating and nanotechnology. Here
they also work with space materials, but much thinner and more transparent than the 35-mm aluminum wall. In fact, the thickness of the protecting
coating layer does not exceed a few micrometers, and
it is used for covering the glass panels of space windows. Victor Sergeyev, professor at the TPU Department of High Technology Physics in Mechanical Engineering, explains.
“Let me start from the end. A space window actually
consists of three glass panels. They all have different
diameters and carry different functions, but the first
one — the outside glass — is constantly subjected to
impacts by micrometeoroids. And our coating resists
these impacts.”

Space Technology
Bench for experimental research of technologic modes
with friction stir welding using ultrasonic impact.

Victor Sergeyev shows us two photographs: a coated
window and an uncoated window. On the second photo, the entire surface resembles the lunar disk — it is
all riddled with craters: big, medium, small, tiny, and
miniscule. On the other photo, of all the multitude of
dents, there is about a dozen left — only the largest
ones, and even those are turned into tiny spots.
“As of today, the engineering documentation for
these coated windows has been developed and passed
to RSC Energia to become a part of the general engineering documentation for the new Russian Space
Ship Federation that is scheduled to commence the
tests in 2020. At the Mechanical Engineering Institute, all laboratory tests must be finished by the end of
this year. After that, the documentation will be passed
on to the factory where the first prototypes will be built
for flight testing.”
“The work is coming to its end. How much time
did it take?”
“It’s a long story. We started working with protective
coating back in the 1980’s. Our strong point is optically transparent coating for use in extreme conditions.
Superhard, wearproof, radioprotective… We have
many developments for various branches of industry.
What’s important is that our coating is transparent,
because windows are not just for cosmonauts to look
into space or at Earth. These windows are used to take
continuous optical measurements.”
“So, for example, the Sun’s luminance is measured through the window?”
“Of course. Americans use other methods — their
equipment is set outside, while our instruments
work inside, using the windows. There are tons of
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 icrometeoroids on the ISS orbit, they are just like
m
dust, constantly hitting the windows. If you look in the
window in the dark, it looks like glowing plasma. The
bombardment of hypervelocity fine particles happens
constantly. Their average speed exceeds the solar escape velocity — up to 30 km/s. There are very many
such particles, and their impact causes the window
to be gradually covered with microcraters, resulting
in loss of transparency. This effectively renders the
windows useless. And while cosmonauts can still see
something, our instruments become ‘blind.’ But our
coating protects the windows.”
“How exactly?”
“Firstly, the coating is multilayer, multicomponent,
and gradient. Secondly, it is made of nano-composite
material and conducts heat better. Thirdly, it is superhard and superelastic. Its multiple layers provide horizontal dissipation of a normal particle impact. The layers reflect and dissipate the rough impact energy on
the boundary. Additionally, due to its high heat conductivity, the coating efficiently dissipates the thermal
energy. This is why our coating completely screens off
the fine particles.”
“But in space, if I’m not mistaken, it is not the
particle’s size but its momentum that matters.”
“The majority of particles with high enough momentum are screened off completely. It’s just the rare large
particles that can create a crater on our window’s surface. But such singular disturbances don’t really affect its optical properties. Therefore, our coating significantly extends the window’s longevity.”
“Do Americans also protect their windows?”
“They certainly don’t have anything of this kind. We
have outdone them here.”
“If your window gets hit several times by something large, is there a possibility to apply this coating in space?”
“This is the next phase of our work — recovery in
space. We also plan to weaken the effect from large
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Space Technology

Experimental sample of a window glass with
metallic substrate layer for space vehicles.
 eteoroid impacts, so the resulting crater could be
m
repairable and would not affect the bending strength
and the window would not get destroyed.”
“How will this be done? Just go outside and use a
paintbrush?”
“Well, not exactly. We have special equipment —
magnetrons, ion emitters — for preparation work and
coating application. But it is the cosmonauts that will
directly operate them. The machine will be set against
the window and process it in automatic mode, while
the cosmonaut will mount the device, switch it on, off,
and demount.”
“Could you compare the space meteoroid impact
with a bullet hit?”
“No, these are ultimately different types of impact.
Whatever flies on Earth has the maximum speed
of 1.5 to 2 km/s. But space meteoroids only start at
7–8 km/s. During tests, such speeds could be reached
only by accelerating particles in light-gas guns, which
is what we actually use. Now we are preparing a space
experiment on the ISS: we are engineering a special
holder with glass panels that our cosmonauts will carry into open space. This will be a real-life test with average particle speed ranging from 20 to 25 km/s. At
such impacts, the craters are totally different, which
reveals the true mechanisms of material’s operation.
Here, on Earth, there is nothing of this sort.”
“As a car driver, I want to ask a begging question:
isn’t it possible to make such a windshield that
would cause water and dirt to instantly leak off and
not stick, without any wipers?”
“It is possible, and such coating does exist, but it still
costs a fortune. It’s the so-called hydrophobic coating.
In our laboratories, we are working on similar carbophobic coating, which would allow to get rid of space
dust. On the orbit, the window glass is not only subjected to erosion due to micrometeoroid and space debris impact, but also gets covered with a film of hydrocarbon compounds.”
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Sample of a spacecraft window glass
with protective nano-composit coating.
“In case of solar batteries, this lowers their efficiency?”
“Yes, the photocell surface gets covered with a film.
It is very sticky and extremely hard to get rid of. This is
the issue we are trying to resolve — how to make sure
that the dirt does not stick to it, but rolls off. There is
an entire department working on this problem at RSC
Energia, and we are cooperating with them, together
with TPU and IPSM.
“The solar batteries in orbit have a pretty low resource, which must be at least doubled. The same
problem exists abroad. Usually the batteries’ photoelectric convertors are covered with special radiationresistant glass, but this makes the whole construction heavier. We apply light coating — several layers in
several stages, each of which carries its own function.
The coating structure is complicated. But in the end,
space dust no longer settles on solar cells.”
In the nearest future, RSC, TPU, and IPSM are
jointly planning to open an anti-meteoroid coating
station at the Tomsk Academic Town. Glass panels
for all space windows for Russian and maybe even
foreign spaceships will be processed in Tomsk. On
the area of 150–200 square meters, a complex of
technologic testing equipment will be installed, and
it will become a part of a large network of d istributed

Space Technology

The TPU delegation at Baykonur launch site as part of the launch
program of the “Tomsk-TPU-120” nanosatellite to the ISS.
engineering center for solving topical space issues
in cooperation with TPU and IPSM SB R AS. Sergey
Psakhie, Head of the Department of High Technology Physics in Mechanical Engineering and the Director of IPSM SB R AS, concludes, “In recent years, we
were able to make a real breakthrough. While it user

Indeed, the satellite has been flying for several months
now, even though not in open space but aboard the ISS.
“Tomsk-TPU-120” is the first Russian space vehicle created
using 3D technology and unique materials. It belongs to
the nano-satellite class and measures just 30 x 11 x 11 cm.
The device was developed by Modern Engineering
Technologies TPU science and education center,
conjointly with Energia Rocket and Space Corporation
and IPSM. It was launched into orbit for the purpose of
testing the materials used in its creation. Various gages
installed on the satellite measure and transmit to Earth
the data: the temperature on board, on electronic cards
and batteries, and electronic component parameters.
“Tomsk-TPU-120” is planned to be sent into open space
literally by hand during the next spacewalk by Russian
cosmonauts. The number 120 in its name is not its serial
number but the reminder of the university’s anniversary.
On its birthday, May 11, the satellite transmitted to Earth
the greetings recorded in 11 languages: Russian, English,
German, French, Portuguese, Chinese, Arabic, Tartar,
Kazakh, Hindi, and Spanish.
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to be that working with the space field enterprises in
Tomsk happened on a periodic basis, today we have a
tight system, and TPU bears responsibility as its coordinator.”

Interview by Valery Chumakov

Cosmonaut Yuriy Malenchenko with
the Tomsk-TPU-120 satellite at the ISS.
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Oil Development

The major part of difficult
world oil is located in the
Tomsk and Tyumen regions.
This is hundreds of kilometers.
Immense wealth. It was for
a reason Lomonosov said that
Russia’s mightiness will grow
from Siberia.
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Oil Development

il is one of the most valuable mineral resources, and it has been named
black gold for a good reason. It occupies the leading position in the world
fuel power industry. However, existing oil development methods don’t
always work. There are so-called difficult oil reserves that are at least as
large in volume as regular ones, and Western Siberia is the absolute leader
here. This will be the topic of our conversation with Andrey Dmitriev,
Director of the Institute of Natural Resources of National Research Tomsk
Polytechnic University.

“The topic of difficult reserves is widely positioned in
the world. This is related to the fact that in some regions oil is starting to run out. Fortunately, our country is still far from this point, however, the issue of
difficult reserves and ways of their recovery must be
discussed already today. It’s like with bread: today
we have it, and it’s great, but what will we eat if it disappears tomorrow? So, we must concern ourselves
with storing potatoes in advance. The same with oil.
This is a very important issue, because our country’s
economy is supported mostly by energy carriers. In
order to continue its development, we must find new
reserves, new fields. The proven fields are not infinite. Today there are no more such fields as Samotlor, for example, where we just drilled a well and got
oil with minimum expenses. Very serious stakes are
placed on the Arctic that has high concentration of
hydrocarbon storages. But this requires huge spending for the infrastructure, because as of this day it’s
nonexistent.
“There is another alternative — the already existing oil-development complexes in Siberia, where the
whole necessary infrastructure exists. But it turns
out that besides ‘easy’ oil, there are areas of so-called
low-permeable reservoirs, where the traditional technology of oil recovery does not work. And there are
very many such points. The major part of difficult
world oil is located in the Tomsk and Tyumen regions.
This is hundreds of kilometers. Immense wealth,
and it was for a reason Lomonosov said that Russia’s
mightiness will grow from Siberia.”
“But it’s not that easy to extract?”
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“Not easy. This oil is located in pore volume. Just
imagine: when you wash the dishes, you pour the
detergent onto a sponge, where it gets absorbed by
the pores. When you squeeze the sponge, the liquid
leaks out. Now imagine that this sponge is made of
solid rock. No matter how much you squeeze, oil will
not leak out. Therefore, we need a technology to extract liquids from these kinds of low-permeable pore
volumes where this oil is stored. What’s more, these
spaces are tiny, with nanodarcy permeability. Today
there is no efficient and cheap technology to do it.”

One drop of oil, like blood
analysis, can tell a whole story.
Oil analysis enables us to learn
the planet’s history. It is the
Earth’s blood, and researching
it is a science of its own.
“But some technology does exist?”
“Certainly, foreign companies that have immediate
need for this kind of oil made certain advances in this
field. The standard technology used is so-called hydraulic fracturing, when they drill a horizontal well
and pump huge amounts of water into it. The water
simply breaks the rocks, thus allowing hydrocarbons
to leak for a while. But this is very expensive.”

Oil Development

Andrey Dmitriev, Director of TPU
Institute of Natural Resources.
“What about us?”
“Now we are at the stage when we must understand
what oil is stored where and in what amounts. Only
after that we can move to the technology, because we
can implement it only when we know the exact location of these difficult storages, the so-called shale oil.
There are reserves that are stored even deeper than
we currently drill — as far as 5 thousand meters, the
so-called Paleozoic depth — while we currently drill
as deep as 3 thousand meters. How can we drill even
deeper? There is such a thing as incompatible drilling conditions, when it is possible to drill to a certain
depth without any serious problems, but then the
well crumbles or some other failure occurs, and the
entire drill fluid is flushed into the rocks. We need
drilling technology that is not universal but made
for a specific location. The research we are currently conducting helps us better understand the type of
conditions we are facing. Our Institute of Natural Resources works together with TomskNIPINeft Design
Institute and supported by the Tomsk Region administration and Gazprom-Neft company, as well as Rosneft affiliates. For the nearest future, our objective is
to find a specific amount of such oil. For the Tomsk
Region, oil and gas development is the city-forming
industry. However, in recent years, oil recovery has
been falling.”
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“Why?”
“Because the reserves are running low. For the moment, the oil recovery coefficient is about 30–35% in
proven fields. Another 65% remains below ground.”
“Let’s say you find these reserves and calculate
their volumes. But then what are you going to do?”
“We will use the core material to study the optimal
method of recovery. Before drilling flowing wells, we
take exploratory material, rock samples at the required depth, and then we develop the recovery technology. Of course, we are discussing these issues. We
have certain ideas. For the last 15 years, we have been
working in this direction with Heriot — Watt University in Scotland; we cooperate on educational projects.
They developed the technology of water-alternatinggas injection. Perhaps, we could use surface-active
agents, so we will work with our chemical departments that are pretty well equipped. But generally oil
is like water in a river: in one part it is clean and transparent, and in another part it gets muddy and warm —
two identical areas do not exist. We have professor
Ivan Goncharov, who can use just one drop of oil, like
in blood analysis, to tell a whole story. Every oil has its
own specifics, just like people’s fates. Oil analysis enables us to learn the planet’s history. Oil is the Earth’s
blood, and its research is a science of its own. But this
will be the next phase.”
“You have been working on this problem for
three years now. What results did you get?”
“During these years, we created a laboratory on researching these reservoir rocks — one of the best in
the country and maybe even in the world. I thing that
within this and next year we will be able to tell exactly where these storages are located.”
“How can you explain the regional government’s
interest in these problems? Is it just about economic benefits?”
“Not only. The human factor is important; it’s the
issue of single-industry towns. Very many people
reside in these areas where oil recovery was taking
place for many years and the conditions for their life
and work have been created. This requires state support for people not to lose their jobs. These are highest-class professionals. The best part is that there is
no need to create the infrastructure — it’s already
here; all it needs it an upgrade to fit new conditions.”
“In the American blockbuster Armageddon,
drillers blew up the asteroid and saved the world.
Did you see this movie?”
“Of course. In Tomsk we also have the Institute of
High Technology Physics — they go into space and print
their satellites using 3D printers. And we have an idea
to go into space, print a drilling unit on the way, drill
wells on Mars, research the Red Planet, and dive deep
into its bowels. In other words, rather than bringing the
driller along, like in Armageddon, print it on-site. We
will make it much cooler than they did. We may joke all
we want, but perhaps, some day this will happen?”
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Oil Development

TPU Center for Training and Professional
Development of Oil and Gas Engineering Specialists.

Marat Kamartdinov, Director of the Center for
Training and Professional Development of Oil and
Gas Engineering Specialists:
“Our center exists for 15 years. It is unique in a way
that it serves base for implementing a joint program
for training oil and gas industry specialists. This is
a joint project of two universities: Edinburgh Heriot — Watt University and Tomsk Polytechnic University. We provide the platform for training specialists
on field development — engineers and petroleum geologists. Our program implements a comprehensive
approach to field development. If we take geologists
that must find oil, developers, extraction technologists, drillers and consider them as individual links,
they work fine, but when we try to connect them together, problems occur. Geologists didn’t say something important to drillers, so drilling failed. Developers didn’t take into account equipment limitations,
so the whole project turned out inefficient. Our program provides the entire scope, so our listeners know
the entire chain of events and are able to apply this
knowledge. In this sense, they successfully fulfill
their potential in oil and gas companies.

dents defended the so-called group project. They are
split into teams of seven or eight people. Then they are
given an area of a real field, a well, where they remotely
conduct all the research using special software. They
use this sample field to perform all calculations.

According to data provided by the Ministry for Natural
Resources and Ecology of the Russian Federation, Russia
possesses one of the most significant raw materials potentials in the world. With use of innovational technology, we
are able to recover 17.8 billion tons of proven oil. Prospective reserves account for another 10.9 billion tons.
Russia has the biggest reserves of shale oil in the
world — 75 billion barrels, shale gas — 7 trillion cubic
meters, which brings our country to the ninth position in
world reserves of this fuel type.

Most reserves in Russia are considered difficult. During current field development, over 60% of oil and gas remains unrecovered.
World reserves of difficult oil, bitumen, and tar sand
amount to over 800 billion tons.
The share of difficult oil reserves in Russia exceeds 50%
(this includes oil over 4 thousand meters deep; in low-permeable reservoirs; in oil-water and oil-gas contact zones;
containing high-viscosity oil, sulfurated hydrogen admixes, etc.)
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“Another important point is the practical focus on
fulfilling the task. The entire education course is
subdivided into two major parts: the theoretical part
where the entire science sequence is taught — from geology to economy — and practical work. Today the stu-

Listeners are split into teams
of seven or eight people. They
are given an area of a real field,
a well, where they remotely
conduct all the research using
special software.

Oil Development

TPU Core Research Laboratory.
“The final phase of practical work is defending
the project. Usually it ends in success. I must say
that it is quite expensive to train these specialists.
But the education is paid for by sponsors — oil and
gas companies. Of course, they are not prepared to
f lush money down the drain. So the motivation for
training is very high. These are elite specialists
that are extremely sought-after in the industry.
The entire project lasts two months, even though
in institutes similar training takes at least a year.
The defense process is watched by specialists from
BashNIPINeft, RN-Nyaganneftegas, Tomskneft,
SIAM, Surgutneftegaz, Tyumen Oil Science Center.
They watch, they listen, and they select those whom
they would like to invite to work for their company.
Our graduates usually have no problem finding
a job.”

Interview by Natalia Leskova

According to estimates by the U.S. Energy Information
Administration, the share of shale in American gas recovery must grow from today’s 20% to 49% by year 2035.
For the purpose of developing and implement the technology on recovering difficult reserves of oil and gas, our
country is forming special fields in Tomsk Region, KhantyMansiysk Autonomous District, and Tatarstan. The technology field tests must contribute to the rise in oil and gas
recovery from non-traditional sources.
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The Bazhenov Group is a rock formation discovered
in the central part of Western Siberia at the depths of
2.5 to 3 thousand meters. It is spread over the territory of about 1 million square kilometers and is relatively
thin — from 10 to 40 meters. According to geologists’ optimistic estimates, the oil reserves in the Bazhenov Group
layers, on the Western Siberia territory alone, amount to
100– 170 billion tons.
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Water Resources

The Vital

Water

Water is the indicator of various
processes on our planet. For
example, the content of water
can suggest whether a certain
area contains mineral resources.
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WATER RESOURCES

ater is the fundamental component of earthly biological systems; life cannot
exist without it. But there is one important thing to note: water must be
clean. And with the development of our technocratic civilization, the issue
of water cleanness becomes an increasing problem. Human health directly
depends on the kind of water we drink. Is it possible to make the vital
liquid clean and safe for health without diverting form the scientific and
technological advance?

Stepan Shvartsev, professor of TPU Department
of Hydrology, Engineering Geology and Hydrogeoecology:
“Every living thing on Earth consists of at least
60% of water. We contain 70% of it: our brain has
90% of water, blood has 95%, bones have 30–40%,
muscle tissue has 50–60%, all of which averages
70% over the entire body. It’s interesting to note
that water on Earth also occupies 70% of its surface. Whether this is incidental is another topic.
“It could seem that water is a very simple
compound, but it plays a huge role in forming

the environment. Almost everything on our
planet’s surface has been formed by water,
even minerals and most rock material. Nonetheless, the water’s role in our world origin has
not been fully apprehended. This causes certain
damages to science, because without it we
are unable to understand the essence of many
phenomena — from the formation of Earth’s
crust to the appearance of life. Now, when we
try to find out whether there was life on Mars,
for example, the first thing we ask is whether
water is present there.”

Albina Khvaschevskaya, Head of TPU Scientific
and Educational Center “Water”:
“We study the water content and its interconnection
with bacterial flora — in rock material, in organic matter, and in the human organism, which consists primarily of water. The center analyzes the water conditions and various elements that it contains. To make
a long story short, we try to understand the water’s
function in creating the environment. There are many
issues here — philosophical, physical, and chemical.
“One of the directions, in which our center works, is
studying the content and the quality of water used for
drinking. We want to tell people about water quality,
what water can be used for drinking, and which water
properties take priority. Water is an indicator of many
processes on our planet. For example, the content of
water can suggest whether a certain area contains
mineral resources. For example, we are now working
with one company on researching goldmines.
“The next direction of our work is related to water
for various balneal purposes, for medical treatment.
It is important to know its content and quality. There
is a new field related to the water’s content in human
organism. For this reason we are studying human
blood composition. All people have it different, there
are no two identical persons. This is why people have
different needs. One person needs fluoride, a nother
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At the TPU Scientific and Educational Center “Water”.
needs iodine, and the third has contraindications
to both of these elements.
“The issue that most oil companies are currently facing is related to secondary products that build up at oil
and gas production facilities. They lower the oil recovery factor. And this also depends on what water surrounds the wells and is pumped to support the rock
pressure. Who is to blame and why does this happen?
This is related to changes in composition of the water that rises from the depth of several kilometers and
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falls on the oxygen surface. This is where the process
of secondary minerogenesis takes place.
“It turns out that water can be not just beneficial,
but also aggressive to various constructions, buildings, structures, bridges, etc. Engineering research
always takes place before the start of space planning
and construction. Studying the surrounding waters
also must be made a part of this process.
“The main difference of our laboratory from all others is its comprehensiveness. We don’t study macroand microelements separately. We are interested in the
interconnected structure inside water. We have various methods of chemical analysis, a good instrumental base. We work with all kinds of organizations —
from oil and gas producers to the hemodialysis center
at the regional hospital that requires extremely clean
water for the artificial kidney device. So we evaluate
this water’s quality.”

Alexey Yakovlev, Director of TPU Institute of High
Technology Physics:
“Our institute isn’t a large one, but it is polytechnic
in essence: we have chemical, optical, nano-, biological
technologies, mechanical engineering, materials science, and space technology, thanks to which we used
a 3D printer to build a small satellite that currently
operates aboard the ISS. We have several fields related to water. First — extraction of subsurface water and
processing it for drinking purposes. We create water
treatment complexes to obtain drinking water, as well
as technical water used by many large enterprises.
“Generally, there are multiple water-related problems. Let’s take, for example, our Siberian region
where water is abundant, it would seem. But it contains high concentrations of manganese and iron. You
can drink it only after it undergoes certain treatment.
Of course, unique water sources, from where you could
drink without treatment, do exist, but usually this
subsurface water is not good for drinking.
“Boiling such water doesn’t solve the problem either.
It results in certain components settling out, but most
often organic compounds that get formed and stay in
the water are impossible to remove of using simple
methods. This is why water treatment facilities are required.
“For example, we have mobile water treatment complexes. Today nobody else on the market offers the
kinds of solutions we suggest. The minimal package
of such a complex is just 50 cubic centimeters and is
driven by a hand-pump. It can be brought by car and
installed at the countryside home. You then drill a water-well and get clean drinking water. No electricity is
needed, just a water source.
“Our next modification contains an electric motor,
so water delivery into the system is electricity-driven. This unit is much larger and takes approximately 1 cubic meter of space. But it’s also a mobile device that can be installed in a cottage or a countryside
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Stepan Shvartsev, professor of TPU Department of
Hydrology, Engineering Geology and Hydrogeoecology.
home. Now we are searching for industry partners. We
are considering shipping these complexes to the Ministry of Emergency Situations, because water on road
trips is often a major problem. We also have other simple and efficient mobile complexes that operate with
sorbents that we developed. These are disposable cartridges, pipes with sorbent inserts, where flushing and
purification takes place.
“The third direction of our work is domestic and industrial wastewater treatment. Here the issue primarily concerns the environment. We worked on it
for three years jointly with the specialists from Gazprom Transgaz Tomsk, the company that ordered our
research. These are large units that fit in production
lines with limited number of drains. Now the watertreatment complex is intended for about 20 cubic meters of wastewater per day. We treat such water to the
condition of fish farm requirements, which are much
stricter than those for regular tap water.”
“Is it possible to use these methods to treat the
Baykal Lake, which is known to slowly die from pollution?”
“We have not yet tried to tackle this issue, but I think
that if we are asked to look closer at it, everything is
possible. Of course, the volume to be treated is totally
different, much bigger. But our method allows for volume increase. Our know-how treatment method uses
radiation: a beam of electrons is directed at an air-water mixture, which it activates, and after a certain period of time this activation results in chemical reactions

Water Resources
“I heard that now you
are running experimental operations on a real
object?”
“Yes, in the village of Zavarzino of the Tomsk Region, Transgaz has an object that is in full operation
with real wastewater. The
results are very good.”
“But you can’t drink
this water? It is wastewater after all.”
“It is treated not for
drinking purposes, but
you can still drink it. In
TPU we have a laboratory that studies our water.
And it turns out that in all
characteristics it is even
High-voltage pulse transformer of the
radiation beam treatment research complex.
cleaner than the tap water
we drink in our homes.”
that kill all biologic structures in this water. Then
“Where do all harmful substances go from this filwe simply collect everything that has settled out and tered water?”
chemically reacted using regular filtering systems.”
“The water goes into the soil, while all the substanc“You said that you use radiation treatment meth- es in wastewaters must be collected somewhere. We
ods. I’m sure there are people that are afraid of it.” have a concentrator that accumulates them, and ap“Indeed, radiophobia does exist here. Many people proximately every half a year they are taken to a solid
are afraid of anything to do with the word ‘radiation.’ waste landfill. They do not evaporate, just dry up and
For example, we have a sterilization technology based get sealed. They are assigned the lowest hazard rating,
on radiation methods. We worked with French com- so there is no danger.”
panies. When they learned that this can be so easily
“Do you yourself drink the water that you treat?”
used, they got very interested and started their mar“We drink it at home. Especially those of us who
keting research in France. And this is where they en- have countryside homes and vegetable gardens. It
countered radiophobia, even though France is a coun- is very good water. But generally speaking, over 150
try with well-developed nuclear power industry. More- of our units operate on various enterprises — utility
over, the French are very proud of the fact that, unlike companies, Gazprom affiliates, etc. We received a lot
other European countries, they have no pollution from of positive feedback.”
thermal or hydro-electric power plants. They have
“You also deal with other issues related to life
clean air and clean soil. But they are still afraid.”
sustenance on our planet. For example, you grow
“Let’s tell everyone why there is no reason to be algae. What for?”
afraid of radiation.”
“We started on this just recently. From the school
“There is no reason to be afraid because here there is biology course we know that plants require a certain
no induced radiation. We use pulse radiation sources. spectral wavelength. In other words, plant breeding
Figuratively speaking, we switch on the power to pro- in protected soil conditions is also a light-engineering
duce radiation, and we switch it off to stop radiation, problem. We have measuring instruments calibrated
with no residual effect. The radiation is produced only to the human eye sensitivity. But plants have differwhen the unit is on.”
ent sensitivity — they perceive radiation in a different
“What about the people who operate it?”
way. We got interested and began researching the pos“We have specially developed physical protection sibility of modeling the required wavelength spectrum
that helps operators avoid excessive radiation. Radi- for certain purposes. Previously, gas-discharge sourcation fields and fluxes do not escape beyond the box. es were routinely used, such as luminescent or sodium
Everything is pretty safe. Nonetheless we are develop- lamps. But they typically irradiate the yellow-green
ing automated control systems that would require the part of the spectrum that plants don’t need, or the
operator to be present only in critical situations or for spectrum comfortable for the human eye. But plants
maintenance purposes — but in these cases the unit reflect the green color, which is why their leaves are
is always off. All of this technology will be used in the usually green. We modeled the wavelength spectrum
nearest future.”
that microalgae and other plants use. This enables us
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to create adaptive systems in order to accelerate the
plants’ development, or vice versa, influence them in
a way that they don’t breed. There are water reservoirs
that are overly polluted by algae, and additional breeding is not needed there.”
“Such as Baykal that is overgrown with the poisonous spirogyra algae?”
“This technology helps us fight such undesired
growth. We also came to the conclusion that we must
create biological cultivators that could help breed the
chlorella microalgae. This product is used as a fertilizer for plants, for their watering, as well as precious
food supplements for bird and cattle feed. Later we discovered that certain algae may be good for humans
as well. There is an alga called spirulina, which is being widely used as a food supplement. It is extremely
healthful because it contains all micro-elements needed for humans and gets digested better than poultry or
fish. Now we are working on developing the so-called
household cultivators that everyone can store at home.
For example, you could pour there a glass or two of
water, and in the morning you get an eco-clean and
healthful green breakfast.”
“What are these greenhouses that you have at
your institute?”
“We develop adaptive irradiation systems for greenhouse facilities. Plants’ biorhythms depend on the
day longevity and on spectral composition. Our research enables us to determine the timeframe when
each specific plant needs a certain spectral composition. We cheat the plant and make it grow and crop
faster. Now our focus is on cucumbers, tomatoes, and
lettuce. We already obtain wonderful results with
our partners from agriculture: last year, by replacing regular lighting with LED systems (essentially,

Laboratory of the TPU Department of Hydrology,
Engineering Geology and Hydrogeoecology.
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just white light), we doubled the efficiency. Besides,
our savings in electric power consumption were up
by two and a half times. In other words, this is much
cheaper and more efficient than regular crop growing techniques.”
“As I understand, your institute plans to feed and
nurse mankind?”
“If we talk about distant perspective, yes, this is our
plan.”

Mikhail Khaskelberg, Assistant Director of the
Impulse Project, leading engineer of the Laboratory 12:
“Among other things, we are developing the equipment for manufacturing ultradisperse or nanodisperce powders. We learned to use the electric charge
for water purification. We could say that we sneaked
this away from Mother Nature. It happened when we
were on a business-trip flight and found ourselves
above a storm front, above the clouds. This is when we
got the idea: if nature uses lightning strikes for selfcleaning, why can’t we try the same?
“What is a thunderstorm? It’s a lightning discharge,
which results in forming active particles of atomic oxygen, hydroxyl radicals, ozone, etc. Then this all falls to
the ground, gets filtered, and ends up in underground
springs. Then we drink this and praise it. Of course,
all this can also get contaminated under the ground,
but that’s a different story. This is the kind of system
we built. We organize a flux as tiny drops that fall inside a special vertical column, getting saturated with
oxygen on the way. From the fifth-grade school physics we know that a discharge is impossible inside water, because water is a conductor. But on short pulses
water becomes a dielectric, so we can fire a discharge
on a water flux, which is what we did. We built a special
electrode system, where, unlike
natural conditions, the breakdowns occur not one at a time
but are a continuous process.
“Our discharge is low-energy. The power required to process one cubic meter of water
is just 50 W. This is very resource-efficiency technology in
the full sense of the word. You
see a simple rather dim lamp
there? This power is sufficient
to efficiently treat a thousand
liters of water. Unlike regular
dry ozonizers that require drying the air, creating pressure,
installing very delicate equipment, and setting up the ozone
transportation system, none
of this is needed here, because
this system is self-adjusting
and produces just enough power to operate.

Water Resources
Frequency pulse source of high-current
electronic beams Astra-M.

Microbubble reactor of the
experimental water desalinization unit.
“The second part of our work is the development of
sorbing materials. There are many ways of treating
water, and the entire world now produces sorbents.
So we are not pioneers in this area. However, we developed a readily available and very cheap sorbent,
which is probably the best in these qualities. Our sorbents easily remove high-toxic heavy metals: arsenic,
mercury, lead, chromium, zinc, etc. Previously there
were no efficient methods of removing these substances from water. There are very expensive filters
that do the treatment, but not fully. Our filters ideally clean everything out. They passed laboratory tests
that demonstrated very high efficiency. This sorbent
is also very cost-efficient because it literally lies under our feet. We produce it from brick, construction
waste, sand — even brown, low-quality sand. In other
words, we use materials that nobody needs and that
cost nothing to produce an invaluable water treatment system.”

Roman Sazonov, senior researcher at the TPU
Laboratory of Laser Beam Technologies:
“We are at the experimental laboratory for treatment
and disinfection of household wastewaters. Here is the
heart of our technology — the pulse electronic accelerator. This is our own patented development. The flux
is directed downward, while the wastewater, in the
form of air-water mix that has already been subjected to primary and secondary mechanic treatment, is
directed towards it. And then the most exciting part
happens. Electrons, hitting a water drop, induce radio
lysis. As a result, the wastewater now contains active
particles, OH-radicals, hydrated electrons, atomic oxygen, all of which are chemically active and begin reacting with admixes present in the water.
“In the second phase, the electronic beam kills
all microbiologic matter. And in the final phase,
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additional mechanic filtering takes place. We have
done a lot of scientific and research work. Today we
have a complex that is in industrial operation on one
of Gazprom’s objects. It has been equipped with additional nodes and devices. The requirements set for this
complex were quite strict. For example, the consumer required independent, mobile technology. We have
successfully fulfilled our tasks. Now our goal is to advance this complex to industry implementation.

We have done a lot of
scientific and research work
and today we have a complex
that is in industrial operation
on one of Gazprom’s objects.
The requirements set for this
complex were quite strict.
“What’s so great about this complex? Firstly, it offers
unprecedented effluent treatment level. We already received all regulatory documents that permit draining off
the processed effluent into any water basin. Secondly,
this is a good alternative to standard biologic treatment
methods that have many drawbacks, including inadaptability to severe climatic conditions. For example, in the
Far East or in Siberia, where the climate does not allow efficient operation, the boiler must be heated, which
is complicated and energy-intensive. Now we are working on increasing the productivity of this complex, so it
could treat significantly larger volumes of water.”

Interivew by Natalia Leskova
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Another important issue concerns
the integration of renewable
energy sources into the common
power system while retaining its
stable operation.
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POWE R E NGI N E E RI NG

and
Efficient
Power
Green

is Here

he civilization started developing when a human being learned to control
fire that helped him stay warm and cook food. Since then, the power
industry underwent multiple changes. People learned to transform
the primary, natural energy into secondary power — electric, thermal,
nuclear. But besides the new opportunities that technology offers, it also
brought a serious environmental hazard for the entire mankind.
Is it possible to create new, environmentally friendly and at the same
time efficient power technologies? This is the topic of our discussion
with Valery Zavyalov, Director of Tomsk Polytechnic University Institute
of Power Engineering.
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Valery Zavyalov, Director of Tomsk Polytechnic
University Institute of Power Engineering.
“Your institute building looks rather unusual — it’s
decorated with solar batteries, and some sophisticated power generators are seen in the yard. Is this
a part of your program to create green power?”
“Precisely. Environmental aspects of power generation is an important field of our work, supported by
the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian
Federation, as one of the breakthrough science and
education programs at Tomsk Polytechnic University. We primarily consider the issues related to cutting
the negative effect of the power industry on climatic
changes. The Paris Agreement accepted last December was about the influence of human activity on these
kinds of processes. This primarily concerns the power
industry. I would like to emphasize several main fields
that we are developing and that already brought certain results.
“One of these fields concerns the issue of renewable energy, which is being extensively integrated into
common power systems in Europe. The Russian Power
Ministry also supports the development in this area.
We are building powerful facilities in the Altai region,
in the Urals, in other areas, including Crimea. We try
to find answers to such questions as efficient local use
of several renewable energy sources — wind and solar
accumulators.
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“Another important issue concerns the integration of renewable energy sources into
the common power system while retaining its
stable operation. The thing is that this type
of power largely depends on natural factors.
On the one hand, we must make the most use
of renewable energy, but on the other hand,
we have to complement it with traditional energy carriers. For example, we cannot hope
for permanent solar energy supply in Siberia.
“Another field that our institute actively develops is related to hydrocarbon transformation. Primarily it concerns coal, which is one
of the main sources of greenhouse gases that
greatly affect the environment. We are conducting some exciting research. One of our
biggest projects is developing the technology for solid fuel gasification. It’s a process
when coal, peat, and other solid fuel is not
burned directly, but undergoes several treatment stages that transform it into synthetic gas (syngas). This technological chain removes harmful sulfur and nitrogen oxides,
as well as other wastes. Our further objective
is to transform the syngas into hydrogen with
separation of carbon dioxide. Obtaining hydrogen is an additional and highly-demanded
field of hydrogen power industry.”
“You conduct a lot of experimental work.
Please tell us about the most exciting results.”
“Currently, on the territory of the Thermal
Power Plant No. 3 in the city of Tomsk, we are mounting a unique industry-level installation for compre-

On the territory of TPP‑3
in the city of Tomsk, we
are mounting a unique
industry-level installation for
comprehensive testing of solid
fuel gasification, which will be
connected to the energy unit
of an operating power plant.
hensive testing of solid fuel gasification, which will
be connected to the energy unit of an operating power
plant. By the end of the year, we plan to carry out the
first test operation. After that, it will be used to refine
the scientific mode operation; additionally we plan to
integrate it into the power unit, i.e. it will bring profit
to the company as part of electric and thermal energy
production.

Power Engineering
“In the future, we plan to develop another important
field — the hydrogen energy unit, where there will be
a system for transforming solid fuel, production, synthesis, and accumulation of hydrogen for its further
utilization in fuel cells that directly produce electric
power from hydrogen oxidation, with no harmful emissions. At the end we get only electricity and water —
this is the ultimate clean, green energy we all strive
to reach.”
“How close or distant is this future — the green
energy?”
“I would say it’s no longer the future, but rather
the present. Many European countries — for example, Germany — are abandoning coal power altogether. They launched a program for abandoning nuclear power as well, even though it is often referred to as
clean because it does not emit greenhouse gases. Still,
they do not consider it harmless.”
“What about us?”
“I think it will come soon. Within the Paris Agreement program, we made a commitment to lower our
greenhouse gasses emission to 75% of the 1990’s volume. This places heavy responsibility on us in terms of
promoting this technology.”
“This means we have a chance of not suffocating?”
“The issue is not just whether or not we will suffocate, it’s the climate that is changing globally, the temperature on the planet is rising, and we must counter this process with our new environmentally friendly technologies.”

 nergy Sources,’ jointly with Kassel University in GerE
many. We try to match the world standards in everything we do.
“But here is the important thing. If we want our power industry to become green, we need more advanced
renewable systems. Furthermore, we must rebuild the
power system itself. But this is very expensive. The
government is reluctant to support it, and its activities largely do not correspond to environmental interests. This is where the role of the university as an
educational facility is extremely important. We train
specialists in this particular field, with ecologic thinking. And I trust that they will change the world for the
best.”

Vladimir Gubin, Assistant Director of the Institute
of Power Engineering in scientific work, associate professor of the Department of Nuclear and Thermal Electrical Stations, candidate of technical sciences:
“Our laboratory is interesting in the way that previously this used to be a turbine hall of an operating
thermal power station; there were real turbine units
here, and we saved some of them as exhibit items. This
source provided electric and thermal power to various
objects of Tomsk Polytechnic University and nearby
territories. Now we no longer carry this function, but
we train specialists in the field of power generation

Boris Lukutin, professor of TPU Department of Industrial Electric Power Supply:
“There are young associates, graduate and postgraduate students working in our laboratory. We have
a 10-year old Master’s program called ‘Renewable

The process of creating organic water-coal fuel.
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Boris Lukutin, doctor of technical
sciences, professor of the Department
of Industrial Electric Power Supply.
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Stages of the process of water-coal slur drop gasification.
and conduct fundamental and applied research in
power production. However, this succession is very important for us.
“If we talk about green energy, now we are working
on a large and very important project — the implementation of environmentally friendly technology of solid fuel gasification in already operating facilities. As a part of this project, at
the TPP-3 we are constructing experimental
industry samples of two units of different gasification technologies — direct-flow vortex and
blast furnace methods. We have very powerful partners — the Compomash-TEK company that produces the equipment and the acclaimed expert in power engineering — the
All-Russian Thermal Engineering Institute.
Our industrial partner that provides the cofinancing of the federal target program, under
which our project is being carried out, is the
fund ‘Energy without Limits.’ Our objective is
to create these two samples of totally different
technologies.
“One technology is about gasification of fine coal
fractions. The second is gasification of water-coal slurry, where we mix coal with water in a special way. We
must test these technologies, fine-tune the operating
modes, and prepare technical specifications for our industrial partner to manufacture a pre-production prototype.
“Here we are creating our very own unique specialized scientific and research laboratory of solid fuel
gasification. We established tight scientific contacts
with RAS Novosibirsk Institute of Catalysis. They also

got interested in this topic. Our today’s methods of experiment modeling allow us to highly increase
research intensity and choose the
most efficient catalytic agents.
“Presently, a unique object at
a TPP is being mounted and will
be launched in the nearest future. This is a comprehensive test
bench where development prototypes will be tested — industry-level machinery, where each
unit spends 6 to 8 tons of fuel per
hour and receives syngas of up to
25 thousand cubic meters. The
test procedures are ready. The
unit will convert low-quality coal
into high-calorie syngas. It is very
environmentally friendly, contains no harmful admixtures, and
can safely be burned in a boiler.
We have certain ideas how to extract hydrogen from it in order to
receive eco-clean liquefied fuel.
We kill two birds with one stone:
we expand the range of types of fuel that can be used,
while involving low-grade types into the energy balance, and we improve our environment by using ecoclean syngas to produce energy.”

More than 40% of electric power
in the world is generated using
coal, which is more hazardous
than all other fuel types in
terms of harmful waste. One of
the possible solutions would
be organic water-coal fuel
compositions.
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Pavel Strizhak, doctor of physical and mathematical sciences, Head of the Laboratory of Modeling Heat
and Mass Transfer Processes:
“More than 40% of electric power in the world is
generated using coal. And it is coal that is more hazardous than all other fuel types in terms of harmful
waste. One of the possible solutions to the problem
would be the so-called organic water-coal fuel compositions that we are currently working on. We would
solve several problems at once: we lower the emission
of harmful gases into the atmosphere, we lower the
greenhouse effect, and we obtain very high economic

Power Engineering

Vladimir Gubin, senior researcher at the Power Engineering Institute in
the field “Advanced Solid Fuel Gasification Technologies.”
efficiency by using the oil-refining waste as components that intensify the burning of the water-coal slurry. For this reason we developed a new machine — the
first in the world combustion chamber made of quartz
glass, so we could register the modes of burning of organ-water-coal fuel.
“There is also another unit, more powerful. In this
unit, the main emphasis is placed on low-temperature
mode of fuel ignition — about 600–700° С. In the process of conducting our experiments, we look for the optimal balance of the three E’s — ecology, economy, and
energy. Our goal is to win in all three of these directions, find an optimal balance for various types of fuel
and burning conditions.
“Additionally, we developed an experimental unit
where we perform tests on evaporation of non-uniform
drops of fuel or certain suspended mixtures. The
high temperature that we build in the muffle furnace
provides intense heating, which causes these drops
to explode. From the viewpoint of power engineering,
this is a high energy outburst that increases this
drop’s evaporation surface. Similar conditions could
be provided also on supplying power from local
heating sources. This idea and the associated project
made it to the top of the best inventions of the Russian
Academy of Sciences for the current year. Now we use
this idea to extinguish fires, when intensive energy
consumption takes place.”

Interview by Natalia Leskova
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lthough the famous
Swedish chemist
Jöns Jacob Berzelius
has named the metal
he discovered in
1828 after Thor, the
Scandinavian god of
thunder and lightning,
he hardly anticipated
the important role this
element would be assigned to by Tomsk
scientists in saving mankind from energy
hunger. But we know about it thanks to
Igor Shamanin, Head of the Department of
Applied Physics Engineering of TPU Institute
of Physics and Technology.

“When did you start working with thorium?”
“Works with thorium started at Tomsk Polytechnic
University 20 years ago, in 1996–1997.”
“Are you saying that in the mid-1990’s you received a public contract?”
“No, back then it was impossible to get anything
from the state. We conducted our research on our own.
For some time, we worked together with the Germans
who had certain experience accumulated by then. But
soon the nuclear power engineering in Germany went
downhill, and they cancelled all research in this field.
However, we work with thorium up to this day.”
“This time, with state consent and support?”
“It’s not that easy. Today there are two main takes
on the future of the power industry, two concepts.
First is the closed fuel cycle that uses fast-neutron reactors.”
“You’re talking about the Breakthrough (‘Proryv’)
Project from Rosatom?”
“Exactly. Five years ago, a positive decision was
made on it. The other concept, which employs the
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Thorium Fuel Advantages
Economic Benefits

Safety

Power production with high efficiency factor (up to
50%), providing the lowest net cost of a kilowatt-hour.

No plutonium or trans-uranium elements produced;
leftovers of weapon-grade plutonium are recycled.

Introduction of nuclear power into industry heating
that consumes more than 40% of organic fuel.

Reactor destruction cannot lead to an uncontrolled
chain reaction.

Production of environmentally friendly hydrogen fuel
from natural gas.

Increasing the country’s power safety.

Already today, Russia has sufficient knowledge and
experience to technically implement the use of thorium
fuel in an open fuel cycle.

open fuel cycle using thorium, is still waiting for a
decision. In fact, the question about which of the two
concepts looks more attractive is open to discussion.
We work and live under the market economy conditions. If the first concept is being supported, generates financial flow, and people are being paid salaries, then the second concept must be carried out on
our own initiative.”
“I didn’t think that nuclear power research is so
cheap that it could be conducted without any serious support.”
“Of course, not. We do have some support. It includes
primarily grants for fundamental research. Every now
and then, this topic generates interest among Russian
leading scientific institutions, such as Kurchatov Institute. But even if there is no support at all, we are
not going to abandon thorium, because it’s certainly a
worthy subject.”
“Time will come, and the world will realize how
right you were?”

NOTE
In the 1980’s–1990’s, the thorium variation of hightemperature nuclear fuel played a significant part
in various research. In the late 1990’s, professor
Igor Shamanin, in cooperation with a German research group that worked with high-temperature
reactor units, the Julich research center in Germany,
produced the first theoretical calculations indicating fundamental differences between the physics of
thorium-plutonium and uranium fuels. Starting with
year 2000, TPU conducts all research on thorium fuel
on its own, since all the works in Germany have been
terminated due to the government position on nuclear power.
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“Thorium shows all of its advantages in physics
and economy. This is a wonderful replicating primary nuclide (a non-fissionable isotope made into fissionable — Editor’s note) in open and closed cycles. We
know all this, because this is our bread.”

Hurdle Race

“The basis of the entire nuclear power industry is the
process of nuclear fission and radiative capture of the
neutron by nucleuses. Everyone heard about the neutron.”
“Sure, a heavy elementary particle that does not
carry a charge.”
“Some 20 or 30 years ago, we were all being scared
by the neutron bomb. Neutron weapons have been in
existence for some time now, and we are no longer getting scared by them. A neutron is one of the basic elementary particles composing the nucleus. Many books
have been written on neutron physics. Sometimes they
speak of elementary particles with high or low energy. The same could be said about neutrons — they can
also possess high or low energy.
“Its’ a rough similarity, but a neutron could be compared to a runner. There is a complicated discipline
called a hurdle race. You have a distance, hurdles, and
a runner — the neutron. This is the initial position. At
high energies, the neutron behaves like a particle, but
at low energies it resembles a wave. The neutron loses
its energy in portions.
“Now look: the distance, the hurdles, the runner
neutron. Once it clears a hurdle, it loses a portion of
its energy. It depends on the runner how much he loses. If he loses too much energy, he will fail on the next
hurdle; if he loses too little, he will hit it. He must calculate precisely the energy losses in order to cover the
entire distance.
“Neutron physics has a big subdivision — neutron resonance absorption. This is the hurdle racetrack. Each hurdle is a resonance. The only difference

Nuclear Power
 etween neutron physics and sports is that the latter
b
has all the hurdles at equal distances from each other,
while in neutron physics one is closer, the other one is
further.”
“Is this totally chaotic, or there are certain
rules?”
“Everything is easy and clear. Each nucleus has its
own hurdle placements. Their height is also different.
We must learn to control the neutron energy losses, so it
can clear the hurdles in a controlled way or, if we so desire, so it stumbles on the fourth or fifth hurdle and disappears, turning into a wave (very roughly speaking).”
“Is such control even possible?”
“It is possible. A nucleus has certain properties we
cannot go against. In sports, you can change the concentration of oxygen that the runner breathes, and in
nuclear physics we can control the properties of the
environment where the particle moves.
“Thorium has the nuclear charge of 90 and the
atomic mass of 232. This is a so-called even-even nucleus. All even-even nucleuses are strong resonance
absorbers. Each resonance absorber has its own hurdle racetrack with various separating distances and
heights. We conducted massive 3D experiments on a
supercomputer.
“It took us 15 hours of CPU time to obtain the needed values. It turns out that if we mix thorium with plutonium and graphite as moderator, then this combination provides the ability to perform ultra-long campaigns.”
“What do you mean?”
“This is where we can talk about economy and reactor units. Now the nuclear reactors work on a routine
program: you load the fuel, and in 272 effective days
that reactor stops to replace the fuel — extract the
spent and load the fresh. Thorium with plutonium
make it possible to do it once every eight years or even
longer. But eight years are guaranteed. This is the latest result we obtained, and it was published in three
specialized magazines.”
“Was this experimentally confirmed?”
“Currently it was confirmed only on a micro-level —
the nuclear level. We are working on the reactor unit
composition — what it will contain and what it should
provide.”
“Does such fuel require a special reactor?”
“No. We are engineering physicists here, we know
physics on a university level, so we would never allow
ourselves to build an eternal engine. We rely upon reality. Where does thorium work well? In reactor units
with graphite, which was wrongly forgotten.”
“There is good reason: graphite was used in the
reactor of the fourth Chernobyl power plant unit.”
“After Chernobyl, the phrase ‘nuclear power’ became
abusive, and graphite was declared good for nothing.
But it’s a unique material that has the melting temperature of 3700° C. In the absence of oxygen, it works
very stably at this temperature.”
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You could build a thorium
mobile crawler-mounted
nuclear power plant, load it
with fuel at the factory, send
it to a remote mine and it
will operate there for at least
eight years.
HYDROGEN ECONOMY
Today raw hydrocarbons are the main energy resource for the world economy. However, the economy based on burning hydrocarbons has a range of
drawbacks related to their limited supply, strong dependency on geopolitical factors, environment pollution, technogenic disasters, energy carriers’ high
prime cost, etc. A significant part of produced hydrocarbons is spent to get heat used in energy-intensive high-temperature technologic processes and as
fuel for various means of transportation.
Nuclear power represents an alternative solution:
in many countries, the share of nuclear power in
electricity generation reaches tens of percent. Another promising strategic field of technical advancement in world society could be the start of wide usage of hydrogen as an efficient and environmentally friendly energy source. The predictive assessment
of world hydrogen demand is 200 to 300 million
tons annually by year 2050, while by 2100 the hydrogen market should rise to 800– 1000 million tons
per year.
A new direction of nuclear power industry development — using high-temperature gas-cooling reactors to supply power for energy-intensive technologic processes and hydrogen generation — would
provide a virtually unlimited source of hydrogen.
This would make a great contribution to global power safety, to improving health and the well-being
of all people. The influence of geopolitical factors
would be weakened, resulting in overcoming the
consequences of regional inequality of energy resource supplies, thus lowering the role of consumption of energy carriers that affect climatic changes on our planet. Taking into account the fact that
the development of hydrogen power engineering
would change the society’s economic structure, this
innovative development direction got a more general definition — hydrogen economy.
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Vivifying Hydrogen

“What can the development of thorium nuclear
power bring?”
“Thorium fuel with its extensive reloading-free campaigns makes the prospect of creating small-size nuclear power units more real. You could build a thorium
mobile crawler-mounted nuclear power plant, for example. Load it with fuel at the factory and send it to a
remote mine. The old way, you had to supply hundreds
of tons of coal each year to keep it working, but now it
will operate for at least eight years.”
“In one nuclear institute I was told that the program of building mobile nuclear reactors is being
slowed down by the requirement of having at least
600 security personnel to protect each unit.”
“Sure, but it concerns only mobile reactors operating on traditional highly-enriched nuclear fuel, which
can also be used to build nuclear weapons. Here we
don’t have it. Thorium is not a highly-enriched material, neither is uranium-238. According to our laws,
they do belong to the nuclear materials, but of very low
class. Compared to others, they have minimum requirements for protection and control systems.”
“And who has the maximum?”
“Plutonium.”
“But you said that you also use plutonium.”
“At the cycle inception, we need a little of enriched
uranium-235 or plutonium-239, but this is for the socalled ignition. Then the system goes into equilibrium mode. As to using plutonium-239, the thorium
power industry would lower the general amount of
developed plutonium on our planet. We are lowering
the threat, because for ignition we could use weapongrade plutonium prepared for recycling, it will burn
out there.
“Another independent branch of development is hydrogen power. It could lead to a new understanding of
power infrastructure and safety.”

NOTE
Currently, the Institute of Physics and Technology
(IPT) has developed competence in the following
fields of nuclear-hydrogen power engineering:
using and creating nuclear and special non-nuclear materials in the field of construction materials
used for operation under high-temperature or radiation conditions;
modeling and automating the technological processes of power generation by a high-temperature
nuclear reactor and associated equipment;
managing radioactive waste and resolving issues
of non-proliferation of nuclear materials;
creating industrial technologies for obtaining liquid hydrogen and fuel cells; developing power units
that operate on hydrogen fuel.
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“Hydrogen is believed to be the fuel of the future.”
“The reactor unit for our fuel uses high temperatures
and work with graphite. Since it is high-temperature,
it makes sense to make it multipurpose. We’re talking
not just about electricity, but about the gas-turbine cycle with 70% efficiency. And high temperatures make
it possible to generate hydrogen.”
“With electrolysis, using the same generated
electric power?”
“No, without electricity use. We take natural gas and
pump it into a heat-exchange unit that circulates helium in its primary circuit. From natural gas mixed
with vapor we get the so-called generator gas. It is divided into two parts: CO and molecular hydrogen. We
also calculated the economy of such a reactor unit: the
cost of obtained hydrogen is significantly lower than
from electrolysis. On an industrial scale, we can produce hydrogen only on powerful nuclear reactors.”
“Why didn’t they previously generate oxygen at
NPPs?”
“At regular NPPs it’s not as efficient as it would be
at high-temperature plants, even though the idea of
nuclear hydrogen power itself is not new and doesn’t
even belong to us. It was first addressed by academician Valery Legasov. When he announced it, there
were some talks about high-temperature reactors, but
nobody spoke about thorium. Now that we carefully
looked at neutron physics, at thorium, it turned out
that a high-temperature nuclear unit beautifully operates on it.”
“How is your research viewed by oil companies
that could be killed off by hydrogen power?”
“It is viewed normally. I am a part of the committee
of the Atomic Hydrogen Power Congress in Sarov. The
first time the congress took place in 2006. It gathered
representatives from the nuclear power sector, from
the weapons complex, and from regular power industry. There were also automakers, because hydrogenpowered concept cars and even running automobiles
already became a reality.
“Hydrogen power is already here and happening.
If we speak of rocket technology, hydrogen is used in
shuttles and in powerful ‘Energia’ carrier rockets. So
far it is very expensive, because all hydrogen is currently obtained by electrolysis. And for our hydrocarbon producers it is not death but another life, since
we get hydrogen not from water but from natural gas,
which is what they produce.”
“Do you get support from any nuclear institutions?”
“Yes, from Kurchatov Institute NRC and from Institute of Nuclear Physics SB RAS. We also enjoyed complete understanding with the specialists from Igor Afrikantov Experimental Design Bureau for Mechanical
Engineering (EDBME), the main designer of Russian
reactors. They even made sketches on the secondary
circuit equipment, which allows, in their version, not
just generate hydrogen but also organize deep raw oil
processing.”

Nuclear Power
“The cracking process on nuclear fuel?”
“Yes, and ultrahigh temperatures enable us to use
not just oil but associated gasses that simply get
burned today.”
“But this means that the Breakthrough Project is
your competitor?”
“Let’s not get into our scientific and pseudoscientific
disputes, agreements, and disagreements. We participate in this project in several ways.
“First: we have a chemical technology department
that develops closed nuclear fuel cycles. This includes
issues of fuel recycling, segregating, and treating fission products.
“The second issue we are dealing with in the Breakthrough area is training specialists to control fastneutron nuclear reactors. There are not that many departments of this kind.
“Third: we have an agreement related to creating automatic control systems for such reactors and technologic processes on recycling. There is financing here,
so we are doing a lot of work in this area.”

Safety First

“We have huge operating plants that produce fuel
from uranium. Once we move to thorium, will we
have to start from scratch?”
“The situation with thorium is somewhat simpler
than with uranium. Thorium-232 is a monoisotope
that doesn’t need to be enriched — it is ready for use.
Thorium-232 does not fission neutrons, because it’s
a primary nuclide. Uranium-233 does fission, and it
is obtained directly from thorium inside the reactor
unit. It also burns right there. After a certain time period passes from launch, the uranium-233 production
rate and its fission rate even out, sending the reactor
into equilibrium.”
“In an emergency situation, how long will it take
to stop the reactor?”
“Nuclear experts never say ‘stop the reactor.’ A ‘stop’
is a place where buses stop to pick up passengers. The
reactor can be ‘shutdown.’ Anyway, it takes seconds to
shutdown any reactor. Just press a button, and that’s
it. It’s much more difficult to switch from one power
mode to another. If we talk not about shutting down
but about changing from basic mode to dispatch mode,
then the operator is told, ‘You must crank out 20 thousand cubic meters of hydrogen per hour.’ This is the
power mode that the reactor operates at. If it must to
be changed to 10 thousand cubic meters, then it’s another power mode. Such a transfer requires certain
amount of time in all reactor units.”
“What difference does it make whether to shut
down or switch power modes?”
“In neutron physics, switching from one power mode
to another results in xenon oscillations, when the element xenon starts accumulating. A thorium unit is
high-temperature and gas-cooling; it operates not in
a regular thermodynamic cycle, where there is water
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and steam, but in a gas-turbine cycle, where the primary circuit contains a gas turbine rotated by helium.
These units are much more maneuverable. In case of a
steam turbine, its transfer to another power mode requires many technological operations. All nuclear power plants always have cooling ponds and cooling towers.
“Upon cutting power of a NPP, the steam that rotates
the turbine must be vented into the atmosphere, but
this is not needed in a gas-turbine cycle. Also, there is
no time wasted for phase transition of water into dry
steam. Here we only have helium — an inert gas. This
is where thorium has a great deal of advantages. The
main one is that its fuel cycle virtually lacks heavy
trans-uranium and trans-plutonium elements.”
“Even in case of an explosion, the final contamination will be much lower compared to uranium reactors?”
“A uranium nuclear reactor theoretically cannot explode, like an atomic bomb. Modern NPPs hypothetically could withstand even a direct hit by a large airplane. If it destroys the drive mechanism for absorber

The only way to make modern
NPPs as safe as possible is to
upgrade them to use thorium.
A thorium reactor is able to
provide the highest possible
nuclear safety level.
rods, the control and safety systems, only a thermal
explosion could be possible. The thorium reactor cannot lead to a nuclear explosion just by its internal
physical essence. It can be destroyed to the ground,
a high price would be paid for contaminating the turbine island, the station territory, but it can never get
destroyed like in Chernobyl. So, one of the methods to
make modern NPPs as safe as possible is to upgrade
them to use thorium. A thorium reactor is able to provide the highest possible nuclear safety level.”
“Do you already have a project of a high-temperature graphite hydrogen-generating thorium reactor?”
“We, Institute of Physics and Technology, or the entire Tomsk Polytechnic University, have a license to
design and manufacture assemblies for our own reactor unit IRT-T. But we don’t have a license to engineer a reactor unit that will go into mass production,
and nobody will give it to us. For this purpose, there is
Igor Afrikantov EDBME. We work with nuclear physics and neutron physics. We developed the concept of
a reactor unit, prepared the technical documentation
for its design. According to the law on atomic energy
use, we can now pass it on to EDBME. Once Rosatom
gives them the go-ahead, they can do it fast. A lot of
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time has passed — we have been working with thorium for 20 years now. We have multiple publications in
serious nuclear physics magazines: on thorium properties, on comparing its properties with those of uranium-238, on its behavior in combination with plutonium, with uranium. We even offered the construction
of a uniform fuel block.”
“A modular construction?”
“Almost. If you need a 60-MW unit, it will contain
100 typical blocks. If you want more potential heat,
electric power, we will ship 400 blocks and make a
150‑MW unit.”

Before the end of this year, we
could produce a fuel tablet
that would not have any
uranium or plutonium, but
would contain graphite and
thorium.
Waste Revenues

“Is there enough thorium for our lifetime?”
“Burn away all you want! It is thirteenth in abundance element in the world. If we take the entire territory of Russia, then even a few proven reserves are sufficient to start talking about the thorium-based power industry. Our favorite Tugan sands, which we have
been trying to develop for a while, are an abundant
source of thorium. In general, thorium is a necessary
component of raw minerals that contain rare-earth elements. If we extract a rare-earth element, the thorium
concentrate forms as waste with zero carrying value.”

NOTE
Starting in 2013, National Research Tomsk Polytechnic University (TPU) conducts R&D work on building a 4th generation thorium nuclear power unit.
The TPU’s initiative was supported by NRC “Kurchatov Institute,“ JSC EDBME Afrikantov, and confirmed
by scientific and technological cooperation agreements. As a result, today TPU developed:
thorium fuel composition;
configuration of the fuel elements and the reactor
core that operates for over eight years without new
fuel or even partial fuel block replacements; the fuel composition includes thorium and weapon-grade
plutonium;
scientific bases for the technology of obtaining ultradisperse powders from thorium and plutonium
oxides that are used in production of latest-generation nuclear fuel and have an extra security barrier.
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“In other words — just garbage?”
“Even worse than garbage. This concentrate must
be buried because it radiates. In scattered form, it produces natural background radiation, but when concentrated, it radiates much stronger. So it cannot be
just thrown away, it must be recycled. So we suggest
its recycling to everyone’s benefit inside a nuclear reactor.”
“Let’s say we extracted thorium, what happens
next?”
“Before the end of this year, with support from the
Ministry for Industry and Trade, we will produce a
fuel tablet. It will not have any uranium or plutonium,
because we don’t have the license to work with these
materials, but it will contain graphite and thorium. We
will place it inside our reactor, radiate it, and see how
it accumulates uranium and other products.”
“It’s impossible for a project to have only advantages.”
“Today thorium shows just one major disadvantage.
The dry natural mix contains nearly 100% of thorium-232. But it also contains almost 1.5 x 10 -8 % of thorium-228. The 232nd half-life measures about 14 billion years.”
“Comparable with the Universe’s age.”
“Yes, so roughly speaking, it’s table. But the 228th
half-life in alpha-decay is around two years. Its decay, in the end, creates a tail of hard gamma radiators, including polonium, lead, bismuth, thallium. The
gamma-radiation energy that accompanies its decay
is very high. If we deposit a piece of thorium concentrate, the storage would start radiating with time, because the 228th decays. But RAS radiochemists, who
deal with this issue and with whom we keep tight contact, claim that it’s not a problem. They have chemical
methods of cleaning the thorium concentrate.”
“It would make sense to just not let the thorium
concentrate lie for two years. It must be processed
into fuel immediately and placed into the reactor
core.”
“Thorium has no other disadvantages, just benefits.
It is very good in mechanic and technologic characteristics. It is easily processed, it is ductile and malleable. “
“I suppose, in the West they also work with thorium?”
“As I already mentioned, Germany had a decent experience. The cities of Julich and Hamm had thorium
reactor prototypes AVR and THTR 300 installed, accordingly. AVR was an experimental nuclear power
plant used for testing the principles of high-temperature reactor with granulated fuel. A bit later, the THTR
300 nuclear power plant, producing about 300 MW,
was launched in Hamm. THTR is the abbreviation for
Thorium-Hochtemperaturreaktor — high-temperature
thorium reactor. It used beautiful ball-shape fuel elements and was shut down in 1988.”
“After the Chernobyl accident.”

Nuclear Power
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WHAT WAS DONE

2014–2015. The Ministry for Industry and Trade
of the Russian Federation financed R&D works on
the subject “Substantiating the Possibility of Using Thorium-Containing Materials in Low-Power Nuclear Energy Units with Long Operating Time without Refueling.“ Multiple nuclear power units were analyzed from
the viewpoint of usage in an open thorium cycle. The
project of a small transportable modular nuclear reactor
looks especially promising. The concept of the optimal
nuclear fuel cycle, directed at small-scale nuclear power generation, was selected for building a mobile unit.
Configurations and combinations of materials and fuel
types were found. The possibility of creating a low-power nuclear unit operating on thorium fuel and not requiring refueling within at least eight years was proven. The
unit is intended for use within nuclear power technological complexes, including those for primary processing
of heavy oil, coal gasification, and hydrogen production.
At the request of the Ministry for Industry and
Trade, IPT jointly with JSC Siberian Chemical
Complex developed the technology for domestic production of beryllium that includes recycling
and enriching raw beryllium, as well as deep processing of beryllium concentrate into beryllium oxide and
metallic beryllium. Beryllium production is based on
domestic raw material. The issue of import phase-out is
being solved by providing Russian consumers with domestic beryllium oxide and increasing the competitiveness of Russia’s metallurgic sector.
Within the framework of the state program “Industry Development and Competitive Recovery,“ IPT carried out research on the subject of
producing thorium from rare-earth elements and its rational use in low-power nuclear power units. Successful development was made for the concept of a thorium nuclear fuel cycle directed at small-scale power

2

3

“By year 2000, all works on thorium in Germany
were terminated. Today China is traditionally ahead of
the curve. Thorium attracted attention a long time ago.
India shows increased interest in thorium, because it
has the most reserves of this element. In the United
States, they know about our research. It’s no secret.”
“Suppose a positive decision is made regarding
your reactor. How soon could we expect the launch
of the first experimental unit?”
“On the initiative of Tomsk Polytechnic University
and by request of the Ministry for Industry and Trade,
an interagency task force has been created to work on
the fourth-generation thorium reactor unit. The chairman of the group is G.S. Nikitin, First Assistant Minister for Industry and Trade. We developed a big 13-year
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eneration for creating mobile power units below
g
10 megawatts, as well as programs and methods for investigation tests of physical and chemical properties of
thorium-containing semi-products and waste products
from complex rare-earth ore processing.
Within the framework of the Federal Target Program “R&D in Priority Fields of Scientific and
Technology Complex Development in Russia
for the Period of 2007–2013,“ work has been done on
the subject “Development of the Automated System
for Radiation and Environment Situation Control.“ The
mathematical model of the Tomsk regional Automated System for Ecological Monitoring (ASEM) has been
created, including mathematical operation description
for sensors, communication channels, situation analysis
subsystems; the project of technical specifications for
design and development was created for the purpose
of defining the ASEM topology and structure.
The project for modernizing the unique scientific unit (USU) — a research nuclear reactor IRT-T — was implemented. The USU project
was supported by the Ministry for Education and Science of Russia as a part of the 2014–2015 Federal Target Program. This made it possible to significantly elevate experimental opportunities of the reactor unit in
the area of radiation and materials sciences and create
unique methods for researching the properties of materials and equipment under the condition of neutron
and accompanying gamma radiation.
The search for solutions to scientific, technical, and engineering challenges is powered by the following departments of the Research Nuclear Reactor scientific and education center: Applied Physics Engineering,
Physical Power Units, Electronics and Automation of
Physical Units, Chemical Technology for Rare and Scattered Materials, General Physics, Experimental Physics.

4
5

plan of activities from the very start and until the first
demo prototype unit is put into operation.”
“That’s a long time.”
“It depends. If you compare it with the post-war nuclear race, when the Siberian Chemical Complex was
built in just two and a half years, from the first tee
to the first production, then it’s a lot. But it was a vital necessity back then. Now it took us two and a half
years just to coordinate this project with all overseeing
and controlling authorities. So 13 years is a realistic
prognosis. The main thing is not to drag it for too long.
In order to present mankind a new energy resource by
year 2030, we must start already today.”

Interivew by Valery Chumakov
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Robotic Engineering

Robotic engineering
is an attempt by
humans to take the
load off themselves
and delegate
their functions
to a machine.

Sweating
Robots –

ROBOTIC E NGI N E E RI NG

HAPPY
PEOPLE
rom June 11 to June 15, 2016, on a special sea range in Vladivostok, a few tests of a
self-sustainable unmanned submarine vehicle took place. In simple words, it was the
robot named Platforma built on Tomsk Polytechnic University’s request. The tests
checked the systems of communications, control, navigation, driving, etc. After this
“test drive,” the vehicle was loaded aboard the ship “Academician Lavrentiev”, which
then left Vladivostok. What meaning do the Tomsk scientists give to the term “Robotic
Engineering”? This question we addressed to Dmitry Sonkin, assistant professor at the
Department of Computer-Aided Design Systems of TPU Institute of Cybernetics.

“Robots and cybernetics is always an interesting
subject. What can you impress the general public
with?”
“Our goal is not to impress but to advance. Under the
concept of university development, we formed a strategic academic unit ‘Systems of Control and Telecommunications.’ Its major part is the development of telecommunications systems and technology in the field
of industrial and marine robotic engineering. This is
what the Institute of Cybernetics has been doing for
its entire history. This includes technologies related to
data processing, algorithm development, telecommunications, and information systems.”

Plunging into the Ocean

“Our most exciting project is the distributed information and telecommunications system of arctic shelf
monitoring using self-sustainable unmanned submarine vehicles (SUSV). This is a comprehensive project that also involves our partners: Institute of Marine
Technology (IMT), Pacific Oceanologic Institute (POI),
Southern Federal University (SFU), and other universities and institutes. Our goal is to make the most use
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of general inventions for building cloud-technologybased systems; in other words. This includes control
algorithms for SUSV. We work on board measurement
complexes and communications subsystems for such
self-sustainable vehicles. This machine is being developed on our request by our partners from the Institute
of Marine Technology and in tight cooperation with
them. They are the ones conducting the marine tests.”
“In what sea will the tests take place?”
“Form September 25 until the end of October of this
year, an arctic expedition trip is planned to the East
Siberian Sea. It has many objectives related to environmental and climatic shelf monitoring using our
technological solutions. We hope that field experiments will provide a lot of material for our further research.
“Another direction is the development of information
and telecommunications systems and hardware-software complexes. This includes issues related to geoinformation systems and oil and gas sector automation. We have many applied research areas: information, telecommunications systems, data processing.”
“What are your robots capable of?”
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Robotic Engineering

The Platforma SUSV aboard the ship during tests (top);
launch of the Platforma SUSV (left).

“We do not develop them; we work at the joint of different fields. Robotic engineering includes a wide variety of tasks. The robot is furnished with a lot of components, and they are the ones we deal with. Measuring complexes, gages for pressure, temperature, water
content, as well as process automation. We also work
with onboard computing complexes — the electronics that ensure the machine operation, including telecommunications boards, data control and processing
boards. We develop individual fragments.”
“Can they conduct chemical analysis?”
“Yes. Gas analyzers intended for this are also developed by us. This year, we opened a TPU-based laboratory of industrial robotic engineering that involved
one of the world leaders in industrial robotic engineering — KUKA Robotics. Here, we plan to not only conduct research but also provide education. We must attract students in many directions: programming robots, approbation of new group interaction algorithms,
etc. The personnel are being trained accordingly. Robotic engineering now actively penetrates into industry, and our specialists must be well trained, understand the work technology on all phases — starting
with building an information telecommunications
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system and providing the interaction between robotic
complexes, and ending with direct programming of robots to handle applied production tasks.
“Our goal is not to try reinventing the wheel and
making a new commercial robot, but imbedding intelligence into existing ‘hardware,’ which would make it
possible to perform the required operations with high
speed and quality. This includes group interaction, coordination of actions, which would allow saving time
and performing operations that would be nearly impossible to carry out individually.”
“Are you saying that these robots can communicate with one another and organize certain combined activities?”
“That’s an interesting question. We are facing the
same problem that we had with databases in the
1960’s and the 1970’s. The entire ideology of their
structure has been engineered, but we were lacking
the technical capability to build database systems.
The same with robotic group control. The ideology gets
destroyed in the interaction part, because the capabilities will be developed depending on the work environment.
“As to commercial robots, there are no particular
problems here. There are high-speed communication
channels, both wired and wireless. Applied algorithms
that would allow solving the set problem are more indemand.
“But if we talk about marine robotic engineering,
its specifics are such that communication channels
are slow, interaction is limited, etc. Within the group

Robotic Engineering
i nteraction framework, we are developing algorithms
tailored for low-speed channels, while new technology
allows combining centralized and decentralized group
control.”
“When you say submarine low-speed channel, you
mean hydro-acoustics?”
“If the object is on the surface, we could use a radio
or satellite channel. But under water, we are limited to
a cable channel or a hydro-acoustic channel, unfortunately.”
“If robots act independently and communicate,
does it mean that we are looking at signs of artificial intelligence?”
“Each term has multiple meanings. In my understanding, artificial intelligence — and intelligence in
general — is something that can self-develop. If we
provide a strict algorithm, then even if it is followed
flawlessly, it isn’t artificial intelligence. Our production has intellectual adaptive algorithms.”
“What are robotic teams going to do?”
“Robotic engineering as a whole is an attempt by humans to take the load off themselves and delegate their
functions to a machine. The same with our projects.
Why should be assign to each machine an individual
operator whose actions determine the outcome, if we
could entrust the machine with the same, and it will
manage itself? The technology that we work with is directed at maximizing automation and minimizing human intervention in field work. In the near future, robotic technologies will definitely be used more often.

This includes developing mineral resources, transportation, submarine construction, emergency management.”
“What results did you achieve by this day?”
“We started with marine robotic engineering as recent as 2014. During this short time, we made good
advances in a field that was totally new for us. This
year we plan to conduct practical work related to approbation and verification of all our inventions. If everything goes well, next year we will move from practical approbation to group interaction.”

Artificial intelligence is
something that can selfdevelop. If we provide a strict
algorithm, then even if it is
followed flawlessly, it isn’t
artificial intelligence.
“How deep can your robots plunge?”
“What is the difference between 300 m and 10 km
deep? No difference for us. All of the electronic equipment is placed inside a protected shell and is provided
with comfortable operating conditions. But we do have
vehicles for 300 meters and for 10 thousand meters.”

Inside the TPU Laboratory of Telecommunications, Instrumentation and Marine Geology.
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Launching into Space
sure they work, but also put them into commercial
“There are talks now about getting our institute in- production, bring them over to the end-user. Now our
volved in creating the technology for group control of marine robotic technology is at the transition phase to
small-size space vehicles. This year, we have already practical approbation. The next step will be introduclaunched the satellite “Tomsk-TPU-120” that was tion into the industry.”
printed on a 3D printer (read more about it in the ar“The submarine robot tests will start soon. When
ticle ‘Earth outside the Window,’ p. 14). This concerns do you plan to develop and test your space sysinternational cooperation. Now we are forming the re- tems?”
quirements for the development of a control system for
“If we talk about the university as a whole, one satelsmall-size space vehicles and their flexible reposition- lite has been launched, so the tests already started. If
ing depending on specific tasks. Information technol- we talk about our institute, we are just forming the reogy is needed everywhere. Physicists know the
physics of the process, but they are unable to
perform calculations — they need automation.
The same is true for space and hydrospace. We
develop basic technologies, which we later use
in a specific area: in ocean depths, under the
ground, in the atmosphere, or in space.”
“But there is a huge difference between
submarine and space technologies?”
“Yes, there is a fundamental difference. Totally different issues come to the foreground —
what function must be primary for self-sustainability quirements. When will these satellites be put into proand what we could sacrifice.”
duction? Will we have the time to develop some useful
“All these works lead to miniaturization of sub- load for them? If not, should we focus on the next satmarine and space objects, where dozens of small ellite? This is a rather long and labor-intensive prodevices can easily do what one giant could not.”
cess that doesn’t tolerate any rush. We must approach
“We are moving away from gigantism. The smaller it gradually.
the size, the less material is needed. Miniaturization
“’Lunokhod 1’ and ‘Lunokhod 2’ (‘Moonwalker’. —
is the result of technology advances and attempts to Translator’s note) — sounds familiar? We talked with
cut overhead costs.”
the moonwalker’s operator. He said that this vehicle
“What major issues were you able to resolve?”
is very difficult to control not even physically, but psy“We are working on applied problems and also take chologically. The signal delay could be as long as four
attempts at fundamental issues. Applied tasks mean minutes. You do something, then you just sit and wait
building a gage, an analyzer. We made it, we got the for the result. The communication is limited, night
hardware. Then we can perfect it endlessly, starting with
methods of processing the obtained data and ending with
changing the gage itself, etc.
“Very indicative is the university’s example of the betatron. It was developed in the
mid-20th century. Year after
year it was upgraded, its size
and energy consumption decreased, its power increased,
etc. The process is endless. But
it could not take place without fundamental research on
studying the device’s characteristics.”
“What must still be done?”
“We are applied engineers, so
we aren’t interested in the development process. These systems that we make, we want to
Submarine pressure and temperature gages.
not just try them out and make

Our goal is to test and make sure
that the systems we produce
really work, then put them into
commercial production, and bring
them to the end-user.
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succeeds day, and if you didn’t have a chance to do
something within the allotted time, you must wait
for the next day. So you lose not two minutes, but ten
hours. The vehicle is powered by solar batteries, so if it
doesn’t reach a certain point or goes into a shadow, it
shuts down. It’s very difficult to work with such delays.
And my hat is off to those people who were able to do it.
Now most of these functions can be delegated to standalone systems, which is what NASA already does. Of
course, there are operators that control these actions,
but a lot is being passed to the vehicle itself, in order to
minimize the delays.”
“Where did the idea of submarine vehicle self-sustainability come from?”
“Not quite this way. A few years ago, there were mega-projects formed at TPU, and one of their goals was
to organized interaction within its institutes. On the
one hand, this would eliminate redundancy in functions, and on the other, it would bring a synergetic effect from merging several fields. Our institute selected
the mega-project titled ‘Telecommunications systems
of monitoring and control for self-sustainable submarine robots.’
“There is an idea, and there is practice. Marine robotics started with the cooperation of all competences
in this area. For example, the university has projects
on materials for marine robots. These robots do not get
overgrown with algae even on long trips, etc. Isn’t this
exciting?”
“Extremely!”
“But we first need to find the consumer and understand who would be ready to buy it. As a result, certain fields, even those that have good competencies,
have become irrelevant due to the fact that there are
more promising subjects ready to be implemented. The
Test-bench for gages.

Dmitry Sonkin, TPU assistant professor.
development of certain submarine robotic engineering projects was interrupted by the coating for satellites, because there were real agreements with RosCosmos for its development, and finances were allocated. We work with whatever is paid for. It’s like in chess:
if there is no direct way, we find a detour.”
“Aren’t there any orders for submarine robots?
Don’t Rosneft or Gazprom show any interest in
them?”
“Any technology is good when it has reached the
mass market. This is when you get consumers. We
don’t have anything of this sort on marine robotics,
but we expect to get something within the next
five years. If someone invests money now, then
in five to ten years, when the mass market gets
formed, this party will receive most of the profit and
capture a significant part of the market. We are
advancing under the state policy; we take part in
the technological initiative of the MariNet Strategic
Initiative Agency. We found Tranzas as one of our
industrial partners in this direction. Together
with them, we participate in the development
of a comprehensive ecological system of arctic
shelf monitoring. As of this moment, they are our
consumers. But globally, we are moving towards the
mass market in parallel with them.

Interivew by Valery Chumakov
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Industrial Tomography

Seeing
the Hidden
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I N DUSTRIAL TOMOGRAPHY

e all know the term “tomography.” It is the name of a method that
allows looking inside a human body without surgery or “cutting”
the internal organs. Using these images, an experienced doctor
sees what’s wrong with the patient. But it turns out that not only
humans can get sick, but also products, components, assemblies,
and constructions. A tiny defect not seen by the naked eye could
cause a pipeline blow-up or a spacecraft crash. Developing special
methods of industrial tomography could help prevent these kinds
of disasters. This will be the topic of our discussion with Valery
Borikov, doctor of technical sciences and Director of the Institute
of Non-Destructive Testing (INT).

Betatron’s heart is its accelerator chamber.

“Our institute is very young, dating back to 2010. Its
predecessor was the Scientific Research Institute of
Introscopy. Introscopy is the process of peeking inside
the products. This is where methods of non-destructive testing are used. In other words, instead of cutting the product like a surgeon, we look inside using
our equipment.”
“Surgeons also use the scalpel more and more seldom, widely preferring endoscopic methods.”
“Endoscopy is another non-destructive visual testing method, but it can used when, for example, you
have to look at the nuclear reactor from the inside. But
we are developing new methods of tomographic testing. In healthcare, they use magnetic resonance tomography (or imaging — MRI), a method of examining
internal organs and tissues using nuclear magnetic
resonance. We use tomography based on x-ray, ultrasonic, and thermal radiation. In x-ray industrial tomography, the source irradiates the object with a powerful penetrating flux, resulting in a flat picture, like a
fluorography, and if you rotate the object along its axis
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and photograph multiple projections, you can reconstruct the image and obtain its internal contents. Using various sources, you could use x-ray, ultrasonic, or
thermal-imaging tomography.”
“Depending on the task, you select the type of tomography to use?”
“Yes. The objects now are quite complicated. They
may contain combinations of various materials —
from metals to composites. The complexity is in the
fact that all these components that have different density form a unified testing object. And we must find
the opportunity to see this from the inside, without
damaging the object. The x-ray radiation sources are
produced by the Institute of Non-Destructive Testing.
They include the famous betatrons — cyclic electron
accelerators that are nothing but small colliders. The
laboratories that develop these betatrons are headed
by Mikhail Shtein, Valery Kasyanov, and Maxim Rychkov. In these ‘colliders,’ electrons are accelerated cyclically and hit the target, which results in powerful continuous x-ray emission. A transparent chamber that

Non-destructive testing complex for controlling
the “Power of Siberia” gas pipeline.
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contains these running electrons is the ‘heart’ of our
betatron. The radiation that appears this way can be
used for introscopy, i.e. for testing the internal contents of the examined object. Using betatron tomography, we can see everything in detail, up to every
screw. Powerful radiation sources are needed to shine
through an object of larger size and density. The emitters that we build allow examining steel objects up to
300 mm thick with 100-micron resolution.”
“What objects are we talking about?”
“We are oriented mostly at special purpose products.
This includes military equipment, products for Roscosmos, aircraft engineering, engine technology enterprises. The distinct feature of these objects is their
complexity and high degree of responsibility. Often-

“What is more complicated — medical or industrial tomography?”
“Industrial is more complicated. All human structures are quite large, whereas here we deal with millimeters or even microns. It is a tough task to uncover such a miniscule defect. Besides, all damages that a
human could incur are predictable, while here there are
never two similar defects. Additionally, no matter what
human organ you take, its density is approximately the
same. All you need is to choose a radiation source in order to see the entire object. But industrial objects consist of different materials. They contain metal and light
compounds, some of which are even lighter than water.
It is much harder to separate these materials by density. At the same time, they have a lot in common with

Valery Borikov, Director of the Institute of Non-Destructive Testing.
times Roscosmos asks us to test the quality of their
products, whether there are any defects, cavities, bubbles. This shows the obvious advantages of tomography. If you cut such a product, it can no longer be used,
but with tomography you can look inside and prevent
an emergency situation during spacecraft operation.
Using x-ray radiation, we can see what’s inside a container during security inspection, whether or not it
has undeclared items. In this respect, we have established good partnership relations with our Chinese,
German, and American colleagues, who acquired our
betatrons for these purposes.”
“Do tomographs differ in power and size?”
“Sure. For example, we have a microtomograph that
we created to test detonation cords. When a rocket is
launched, its stages are separated one after another. Their separation is carried out using pyro devices
or detonation cords. And if they contain a defect, the
separation will not happen. We developed a micrtomograph that makes it possible to see what’s inside these
products.”
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the human organism. Just as you could discover kidney
stones or cancer signs in a human organism, we could
find unneeded impurities, stones, or shells in our items.
For example, we tested a 1.5-ton valve for the ‘Power of
Siberia’ gas pipeline manufactured by the Tomsk Electromechanical Plant. This item must have no defects to
make sure it doesn’t blow up under pressure.
“Very often construction workers ask us to check the
quality of concrete or other materials. Naturally, they
want the houses they build to be strong and durable.
Say, they bring us a composite beam that broke under
a certain load. They need to know the reason why it
happened, so they could work on increasing its endurance — perhaps, use more framework or different kind
of reinforcement material.”
“Are you always able to find the failure reason?”
“Usually yes, but it may be unrelated to internal item
problems. Then we exclude this ‘pathology’ and recommend looking elsewhere. Generally, tomography is a
very accurate method of product diagnostics. I believe
it has a bright future.”

Industrial Tomography
Oleg Akhmedzhanov, Head of the INT Production
and Economics Office:
“In recent months, we conducted an intensive constructive dialogue with Gazprom and offered them,
as a part of the import phase-out program, to manufacture an internal pipe defect analyzer to test pipeline welding seams. The device uses the x-ray emitter
that we built. Above the pipe is the system of detector
transposition, which allows receiving information as
a digital image. After welding the seam in real time,
within 10–12 minutes the testing operators see the
quality of the seam on their monitor. A faulty seam will
definitely lead to an accident. Such accidents could
bring serious economic and environmental damage.
But if we detect such an unobvious failure, the seam

Tomography of a biological object — bone
tissue examination.
will be re-welded. Today these kinds of systems are
mostly represented by foreign equipment, while barely
anyone produces the entire control system.
“We offered to manufacture the entire complex
using only the force and the means of Tomsk Polytechnic University. Two years ago, we completed the
work pertaining to the agreement with Gazprom on
developing a test complex for diagnosing pipe welding seams through two walls. A special system was
placed over the pipe — the x-ray machine was on one
of its sides, while the other side held a digital panel
that displayed the defects in real time. We got the first
control precision class. However, this system is more
efficient for repairing pipelines. Now we are introducing a complex that would be necessary when building
new pipelines.”

Now the term ‘tomography’ is understood as splitting
the test object into layers and showing each layer separately. Sometimes they also call it a ‘slice.’ We know
this from healthcare.
“There are different types of tomography, depending on the type of radiation; however, from the mathematical viewpoint, they are all alike. Our institute is
unique in a way that in addition to traditional types of
tomography, we develop new ones that don’t exist anywhere else. They are based on different types of physics and mathematics. Particularly, our laboratory
created thermal tomography. What is the difference?
Traditional tomography methods are based on transmitting through the body certain particles or waves
that usually propagate in a linear manner. Our meth-

Tomography of an industrial object —
water pump engine testing.
od is based on propagating thermal energy, which is
emitted not linearly but in a diffusive way, in all directions. Now, with the start of the composite materials
boom, our method happened to be quite in-demand,
because unlike x-ray tomography, this method doesn’t
work with metals. We specialize in various composites
and complicated combinations of metals. It is known
that nearly all military planes contain 80% of composite materials, while civil planes have only 50% of them.
By the way, the term ‘thermal tomography’ also belongs to us; we invented it in the 1980’s, but back then
this method was not needed. Now it is going through a
sort of renaissance and, I’m sure, it will keep growing
and developing.”

Interview by Natalia Leskova

Vladimir Vavilov, Head of the Thermal Control
Laboratory, doctor of technical sciences, professor:
“The term ‘tomography’ is translated from Greek as
‘layer description’ (tomos — ‘layer,’ grapho — ‘write’).
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Natural Resources

University

of Rarities

Our country is sitting on
immense metal reserves.
If we had the right
technology, we could
take the leading position
in metal economy.

NATU RAL RESOU RCES

omsk is the heart of Western
Siberia, the region known for its
wealth of rare-element reserves.
We are talking to professor
Alexander Dyachenko, doctor
of technical sciences and ViceRector for Academic Affairs and
Innovations.

“Initially, Tomsk Polytechnic University (Institute,
back then) began researching the subject of rareearth and rare elements in the end of 1940. In 1949,
in the city of Seversk, which is several kilometers from
Tomsk, the construction of a nuclear industry giant — Siberian Chemical Complex — has begun. Welltrained personnel were necessary to launch this enterprise. Starting in 1950, the Physics and Technology
Department was created at Tomsk Polytechnic University for this particular purpose. Now it is called the Institute of Physics and Technology, and it still trains
nuclear industry specialists.
“The main field of activity of the Siberian Chemical Complex is enriching uranium, uranium fuel, and
building a certain base for producing rare and rareearth metals.”

Rare

“What particular elements were discovered?”
“At that time, a rich deposit of rare and rare-earth
elements was discovered near Tomsk. It included titano-ferrites, titanic raw material, monazite — thorium raw material. The Tomsk Region development during the mid-20th century was supposed to advance in
the ore mining direction. They have the Tugan rare-
element field, the Bakchar iron-ore field.”
“And what prevented this from happening?”
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“Richness. In the 1960’s, oil fields were discovered
here. This is fast money, unlike metallurgy, which requires large investments and a long payback period.
So the decision was made to develop the oil production
sector, which was absolutely justified back then. Rare
elements took the back seat.
“But we continued and still continue to train specialists in rare-earth and rare element technologies.
They are successfully employed at the Siberian Chemical Complex, at the Chepetsk Mechanical Plant (where
uranium ingots were casted), at Rosatom enterprises,
and in the gold-mining sector.
“This area of development is not very active, but it
progressed until year 2010, when the Ministry for Industry and Trade established the industry development program in order to increase competitiveness.
The general volume of financing from the federal budget was 1 trillion rubles. It contains a subprogram for
developing rare and rare-earth elements, for which
about 4 billion rubles were allocated. Tomsk Polytechnic University has one of the grants for developing the
technology of obtaining beryllium and lithium.”

Light

“Since then, we have been advancing the technology
for producing beryllium. But we didn’t have to start
from scratch. Beryllium is an amazing element, and
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its production amounts to
just 300 tons per year. It’s
one of the most expensive
metals — one kilogram of
metallic beryllium costs
around $1000. Beryllium
is produced in just three
countries: Kazakhstan,
the United States, and
China.”
“Beryllium was never
produced in Russia?”
“No, we received it from
Kazakhstan. The production at the Ulba Metallurgical Plant in Kazakhstan was organized in the
1950’s using old American
technology, and it hasn’t
changed over the period of
The chemical metallurgical plant of the Siberian Chemical Complex (SCC).
its operation. This is why
beryllium production even
in the late Soviet Union was unprofitable, and after nu“Russia is one of the world leaders in beryllium ore
clear enterprises moved to commercial production, it be- reserves. And our ores are very rich. This concerns
came completely unprofitable. It isn’t long before its life mostly the Ermakov and Malyshev fields, but for a
will come to an end — in two to three years, according quarter of a century there was nothing happening
to various estimates, beryllium production in Kazakh- there — everything is shut down and abandoned, destan will stop.”
stroyed and vandalized. The first task, of course, must
“For economic reasons?”
be to develop the ore base and recover the mines. Once
“More likely for material reasons. The plant so far the ore base is back up, the metallurgical production
existed on old reserves. In the 1990’s all extracted re- will follow.
serves of beryllium ore from all of Russia was brought
“The scientific part of the program — industry techto the Ulba Metallurgical Plant. The carve-up of Sovi- nology development — must be finished this year. In a
et property was at full swing: some items were brought few days, literally, I am flying to Moscow to the Minisinto Russia, others were moved out. As a result, for a try for Industry and Trade to report on what has been
quarter of a century, Kazakhstan processed this raw done. Before year 2020, we plan to create beryllium
material. Now it’s coming to an end. Kazakhstan is ask- production on the territory of one of Rosatom’s operating Russia for beryllium raw material.
ing enterprises.”
“When the Russian government approached this
“Do we know exactly where?”
topic, TPU was engaged in writing technical and eco“It will be either the Siberian Chemical Complex in
nomic substantiation for beryllium production. We Seversk, or the Priargunsky Industrial Mining and
started digging into the subject and soon uncovered Chemical Union in Krasnokamensk. The strategic dehorrifying facts: beryllium raw material has not been cision at the government level has already been made,
processed in Russia for 25 years; all mines have been and after we submit the scientific and technical part,
shutdown, with all these locations being overgrown the project financing will open, thus commencing the
with dense forests. We found ourselves in a state of plant construction.”
collapse. It was decided to stop shipping raw materi“Trying to build in less than three years? What’s
al to Kazakhstan and begin building our own berylli- the hurry?”
um production.”
“Our objective is to be able to take the niche that is
“Do we have a lot of ore?”
currently occupied by the Ulba Metallurgical Plant. If

During WWII, the German industry used beryllium bronze
to produce springs for rapid-fire aircraft machine guns.
However, pretty much its only suppliers were the USA
that, naturally, refused to trade with the Nazis. German
industrialists then played a trick: they registered several
fake watch firms on neutral Swiss territory and used them
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to purchase from the United States enough beryllium
bronze to produce watch springs for the entire world for
many centuries ahead. Fortunately, the German trick was
quickly unraveled, and supplies stopped. But up to the
war end, Germany kept trying (successfully, at times) to
obtain at least a small supply of strategically vital material.

Natural Resources
we don’t create our own beryllium production in time
and the Ulba plant shuts down, this gap will naturally
be closed by the Americans or the Chinese, leaving us
with no customers and no beryllium of our own.”
“So what? You yourself said that the USA and
China already have their well-developed production. The latter probably sells it rather cheap.
Why should we invest in capital productions of
something that could be purchased for much less
money?”
“Purchasing beryllium from the Americans may
cause political problems. The Chinese are also not
that simple. Of course, they are cheap, but once they
get the understanding that we will buy beryllium only
from them, the price will skyrocket.”
“Why deny Kazakhstan this opportunity? After all, we are friends and partners in the Eurasian
Economic Union and in the Customs Union.”
“There is friendship and union, and then there is
business. First, why should we develop the industry in
Kazakhstan if we can build our own production? Secondly, Kazakhstan did not invest money in their production; their technology is very backward, and their
production lines are so old that it is unprofitable to do
anything there. That plant’s beryllium production is
already at the end of its lifespan. It’s easier to build
a new plant than upgrade the existing one. Since the
technology was developed in Russia and by the Russians, the plant must be built in Russia. This will provide jobs, business opportunities, and a new entry into
the world market.”
“Could Kazakhstan purchase the technology and
upgrade their production?”
“Of course, but does it make sense with no serious
deposit fields available? Of course, beryllium production is profitable and lucrative business; it’s a serious
metal in strategic sense.”
“I haven’t heard much about its usage.”
“Nonetheless it is being widely used, even despite its
expensiveness. 90% of beryllium is used in the production of so-called beryllium bronze — a special alloy where about 1% of beryllium is added to copper. It
is used in two areas: high-current contacts and spring
assemblies.”
“What could 1% possibly do?”
“A lot actually. In contacts and high-voltage contact-breakers, 1% of beryllium significantly reduces
the spark output. This is the biggest problem in powerful contact-breakers: when its contacts are closed,
a powerful spark could weld them together. In case of
an emergency situation, the breaker must be switched
off, but it can’t because the contacts are welded. This
could result in an accident, an explosion, a fire, or any
other kind of technogenic disaster.”
“A pennyworth part causes millions in damages.”
“Exactly, and beryllium reduces the risks multifold. It increases the lifetime of springs and shock
absorbers multifold. Adding just 0.5% of beryllium
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to steel allows the production of springs that can remain resilient at red heat temperature. These springs
are able to withstand billions of cycles of significant
load.”
“This is 90%, what about the remaining 10%?”
“10% of beryllium is used as pure metal for special
purposes. Firstly, in nuclear industry, including nuclear weapons. In nuclear reactors it is used as a neutron reflector and moderator. Secondly, in space technology: metallic beryllium is used in mirrors that reflect radiation from space. But this application is very
limited.
“In its time, the Soviet Union had a program of metallurgy development, where we must have taken the
top spot in world aluminum smelting, then in titanium, and then in beryllium production. Aluminum,
titanium, and beryllium are light and comfortable
metals. We took the top spot in aluminum, producing 4 million tons per year, and now aluminum gradually replaces iron and copper. Aluminum constructions are everywhere: windows, doors, even iPhones
are made of aluminum.

Adding just 0.5% of beryllium
to steel increases the spring
and shock absorbers resource
multifold, and 1% of beryllium
significantly reduces the spark
output in powerful contact
breakers.
“We also developed the titanium industry quite successfully. Airbus and Boeing airplanes are made from
Russian titanium. The Russian corporation VSMPOAVISMA is the largest titanium producer in the world.
Unfortunately, we ourselves barely use it, because
Russia now manufactures very few civilian airplanes.”
“But you weren’t able to develop the beryllium industry…”
“We didn’t have the time. Meanwhile, beryllium has
many advantages compared to both aluminum and titanium. Aluminum is a light metal, but very soft, so it
can’t be used everywhere. Titanium is not so soft, but
it isn’t very light. And beryllium is the hardest and the
lightest.”
“Lighter than aluminum?”
“Much lighter, by a third. Titanium, under normal conditions, has the density of 4.5 g/cm 3, aluminum has 2.7 g/cm3, and beryllium has 1.8 g/cm3. Just
for comparison: iron has 7.9 g/cm3, and copper has
9 g/ cm3.”
“Five-fold difference.”
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Isotope separation plant of SCC.
“At one time it was planned that everything in the
USSR would be made from beryllium; it would replace
aluminum and titanium. Unfortunately, these plans
didn’t live long enough to get implemented.”
“But is it even possible to produce beryllium in
such volumes? You yourself said that we produce
4 million tons annually of aluminum alone, while
there is only 300 tons of beryllium in the entire
world.”
“Of course it’s possible, we produce aluminum after
all. The raw material base allows for that, and so does
the technology. The main issue is the cost. As I already
mentioned, beryllium now costs $1000 per kilogram,
so a beryllium airplane would have an astronomical
price. But this is the issue of technology development.
In the early 20th century, when first commercial aluminum was produced, it cost more than gold. In the
Hermitage, there is a spoon made of first aluminum
that was presented to Emperor Nicholas II, which he

later presented to Dmitry Mendeleyev. This spoon was
more expensive than a golden one. The Hermitage also
has an aluminum tea set that was presented to Nicholas II. Technology has made a huge step forward since
then, and super-expensive metal became everyday
material.”
“Titanium was also astronomically expensive.”
“It still is expensive, even though it became more affordable. Airplanes can be made of it. Same will happen with beryllium. In about 20 years, it will be just as
affordable, simple, and easy to handle.”
“But as far as I know, beryllium is very toxic.”
“Indeed, beryllium oxide is considered one of the
most toxic substances. But the metal itself is totally
safe. The same is true for beryllium bronze — it can be
used to make tableware. During aluminum production in our country, we vent about 100 thousand tons
of toxic hydrogen fluorine. So aluminum production is
also quite hazardous.”

Tomsk Polytechnic University scientists developed the
technology for producing strategic metal — beryllium.
It is manufactured in just three countries of the world —
the USA, China, and Kazakhstan. In 2013, the university
received a request from the Ministry for Industry and
Trade to develop domestic beryllium production
technology. In the end of 2014, for the first time in Russia,
the laboratory was able to produce an experimental
batch of this metal. The technology developed at TPU
makes it possible to extract not only metallic beryllium
from concentrate, but also, for example, get synthetic
calcium fluoride and silicon oxide. Now the beryllium

production technology is being tested at the Siberian
Chemical Complex (in Seversk).
Beryllium is mostly used as a finishing addition to various
alloys. Adding beryllium significantly increases hardness
and strength of alloys, as well as corrosion resistance of
products’ surfaces made of these alloys. In nuclear reactors,
neutron reflectors and moderators are made of beryllium.
It is also used in production of brakes for air and space
technology, thermal screens, and guidance systems. Not
a single construction material is able to compete with
beryllium. Beryllium-based construction materials are light,
strong, and resistant to high temperature at the same time.
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“Any chemical production is hazardous.”
“We participated in the making of Soviet Kazakhstan metallurgical beryllium production. When TPU
got involved in developing the rare-earth metals industry, we offered a conceptually new technology that
allows processing specifically Russian beryllium ore.”
“Is our ore somehow different from American?”
“Of course, it’s very different. There are two types of
ores — oxide and fluoride. The USA and China use oxide ores in their production, while Russia has fluoride
ores. Our ores have very much fluorine that doesn’t allow us to use the classic sulfuric acid technology. One
of the problems at the Ulba plant was that the fluoride
Russian ore was processed using old American technology. The economy cannot sustain this: we get very
little beryllium and very much waste. This is the reason for their huge problems. We developed an original
fluoride technology for our ores, which produces high
economic results. And our new production based on
this technology will be much more efficient.”

Hard

“The situation with tungsten is almost the same as
with beryllium. Russia is one of the top countries in
tungsten ore deposits, while we barely have any production of it. We produce a little over 3 thousand tons
annually, while China produces 41 thousand tons. In
this area, TPU also did not have to start from scratch,
because for many years we have been dealing with
rare elements. The 118th government decree implies
allocating 160 million rubles of financial support for
modern technology development. This is a good sum of
money, perfectly sufficient to develop the technology.”
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“In what time?”
“The money is intended for two years.
Our partner in this
field is the mineral production enterprise JSC Zakamensk
in the Trans-Baikal
area. They extract
the tungsten ore, enrich it to about 50% of
tungsten content, and
sell it abroad, mostly to China. The Chinese turn the ore concentrate into metallic
tungsten and sell it to
other countries, including Russia.”
“As incandescent
bulbs with tungsten
filaments?”
“These too, but toMain plant laboratory of SCC.
day it’s not even
among the top tungsten applications. Especially that incandescent bulbs
are quickly becoming a thing of the past. The main
tungsten application is drilling units and cutting
tools. Unlike beryllium, tungsten is one of the heaviest and hardest metals. We all do house improvements
every now and then. What kind of drills do you use for
concrete?”
“Cemented carbide.”
“True, and cemented carbide is an alloy of tungsten
carbide and cobalt with mass ratio of 90 : 10. Cemented carbide tips are used in metal-cutting machines —
the whole metal-processing industry, the machine
base — all use tungsten. Any drilling equipment, including that for oil production, tunneling shields — all
need tungsten.
“But there is also a problem: despite being the hardest metal, it has almost no aftermarket. Drills wear off,
mills wear off, bore tips wear off. When a subway tunnel is drilled, nobody collects the tungsten crumbs, and
all of them stay in the soil. And in Russia, tungsten is
barely produced for the same reasons as beryllium.”
“Obsolete technology?”
“Exactly. For many years, nothing was invested into
tungsten production technology, so it became unprofitable. The technology abroad advanced a lot in this
sense. Tungsten that we still produce is so expensive
that it is cheaper to import it from China. Now we have
started on this project that is at full swing now. The
beryllium project will finish this year, and for another year we will keep perfecting the tungsten project,
which will result in outputting design documentation
for the production of 1 thousand tons of tungsten per
year.”
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Laboratory of IPT TPU Department of Rare,
Scattered and Radioactive Element Technology.

“Will it also be produced in Seversk?”
“The question of where to build it is currently in discussion. It may be in Tomsk or in Trans-Baikal. The
problem of construction in Tomsk is related to logistics: it isn’t cheap to transport the raw material from
Trans-Baikal. But the problem of construction in
Trans-Baikal is the lack of personnel. Any production
needs personnel, and it’s a problem in that location.
Wild areas, mining plants — it’s very difficult to pursue people to go there.”

TPU developed a technology, unique for Russia, of
obtaining ammonium paratungstate. This substance
is used in production of finishing additions to metal
alloys, which give them resistance to extremely high
temperatures.
In 2014, TPU jointly with JSC Zakamensk won a
government grant for Decree 218: the enterprise
received financing from the state for developing a hightechnology production line. TPU not only improved the
existing technology of obtaining tungsten concentrate,
but offered the production of a much more complicated
product — ammonium paratungstate, which serves raw
material for tungsten oxide and metallic tungsten that
are added to alloys.
TPU’s know-how is using ion-exchange resin to
separate tungsten from additives (the extraction
method with solvents is normally used). The technology
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“In old times, the problem was solved with big
bucks, taiga romanticism, and the promises of
bright future…”
“This will no longer work; people became slow off the
mark. Forget about Moscow, even from Tomsk barely anyone would move to Trans-Baikal. It’s easier to
transport the raw material. By the end of next year we
will work out the technology, submit the design documentation, and engineers, I hope, will start building a
tungsten plant.”

Ours

“Beryllium and tungsten are not the only rate elements on the list?”
“Tomsk Polytechnic University has won the contest
to receive a 100 million ruble grant for supporting engineering centers. We must create here a scientific and
production base in the field of applied chemistry and
metallurgy as a continuation of works on beryllium,

developed at Tomsk Polytechnic University has higher
resource efficiency than other similar processes. For
example, sodium carbonate required at the first stage
of production can now be reused in production several
times. This allows reducing the cost of the end product
by at least 10%.
Another advantage of the technology developed at
TPU is that the production cycle no longer uses explosive
kerosene, which makes the whole technology much
safer.
Tomsk Polytechnic University specialists assembled
an experimental test bench that reproduces the entire
technological cycle. The next phase will be to organize
experimental production at the university premises.
And the third phase, after verifying all operation modes,
will be setting up an experimental field in Zakamensk,
Buryatia.

Natural Resources
tungsten, and other rare elements. In fact, this will be if we had the technology that would allow us to dump
a new laboratory that will contain not test tubes, but prices, we would take the leading spot in metal econindustrial machines for mastering metallurgic tech- omy. We are sitting on huge treasures, but the expennologies. We finished with beryllium, we are finish- siveness of our technology doesn’t let us use them.”
ing with tungsten, but we still have many useful sub“Will this center be created on the basis of some
stances and periodic table elements ahead of us.”
active laboratory?”
“Which elements are in top priority?”
“On the basis of several chemical technology depart“Aluminum again.”
ments of Tomsk Polytechnic University, including the
“But you said that we already are the world lead- Department of Rare Elements Chemical Technology,
ers in its production?”
the Department of General Chemistry and Chemical
“We do occupy the top spot in the world in aluminum Engineering, the Department of Geology and Oil Field
production, but our aluminum is the most expensive Development. Our university has a broad range of spein the world. We barely get any profit from it. It’s the cialties: survey, extraction, processing, metal producsame situation as with beryllium in Kazakhstan. Of course, personnel get paid
their salaries, but any business needs
profit, which is nonexistent here. If it’s
a government enterprise, it means state
budget, which also gets almost nothing
from production.
“Same with oil. We produce huge
amounts of oil, but we produce it thousands of kilometers from consumers and buyers. By the time it reaches the European border by pipelines,
its net cost goes off the charts. In the
Arab Emirates it’s simple: they produce
oil, immediately load it onto a tanker, and ship it to America — everything
is cheap. We have thousands of kilometers of pipes, tion. All the departments that work with non-organic
materials, with mineral materials, will make their pertransmission, pumping stations.
“The engineering station is essentially a chemical sonnel contribution to this center.”
“When do you plan to open it?”
metallurgical laboratory that will conduct not just sci“On July 15, a kick-off meeting took place in Moscow.
entific research, but also develop and perfect the technology, providing technical and economic substan- I think, everything will start working by September.”
tiations, drafting business plans. Everything will be
Interview by Valery Chumakov
based not just on calculations, but also on approbation using experimental industrial installations.”
“Do you plan to create new materials?”
“We are not planning to make any
super-new exotic materials; this will
be regular metallurgic production, and
the main goal of our research is to lower the prime cost of raw mineral processing. Cutting the expenses for production and implementation automatically leads to increase in profits and
competitiveness. We will be able to offer predatory pricing on the world metal market.”
“That’s not very good.”
“Who told you this? Predatory pricing
is a normal method of normal economic competition for sweeping the market.
It’s one of economy’s bases. Our counThe building of TPU Institute of Physics and Technology (IPT).
try has the richest metal reserves, and

TPU has won the contest to receive
a 100 million ruble grant for
supporting engineering centers.
We must create here a scientific
and production base in the field of
applied chemistry and metallurgy as
a continuation of works on beryllium,
tungsten, and other rare elements.
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Peaceful
Atom
for Diagnostics
and Cure

Methods of scintigraphy and
computer tomography significantly
increase the efficiency of patient
treatment.

N UCLEAR ME DICI N E

uclear technology at Tomsk Polytechnic University
is among the top priority research fields just
for the sole reason of being able to help in safe
diagnostics of cancer and cardiovascular diseases,
as well as successful treatment of oncologic
diseases that were previously considered
untreatable. A subject of special pride is the
university’s own nuclear reactor used to produce
original radiopharmaceuticals — the only one in
Russia that operates at a university.

Oleg Dolmatov, Director of TPU Institute of Physics and Technology (IPT):
“Presently, the research reactor at Tomsk Polytechnic University is the only operational reactor in the
system of the Ministry for Education and Science of
the Russian Federation.
“Of course, the educational process is one of the
main designations of our reactor. Over 400 Tomsk
Polytechnic University students annually undergo
training here. Unique competencies received by our
students in the process of education on an operating
nuclear installation allow them to find jobs at multiple
nuclear fuel cycle enterprises. And it’s for a good reason that the demand for our graduates significantly
surpasses their number.
“It is well known that the purpose of any research reactor, including ours, is to receive powerful fluxes of
neutron and gamma radiation to be used in all kinds of
scientific research. Today, the reactor is being used to
perform a large number of scientific, research, experimental, and engineering tasks, of which I’d like to emphasize nuclear silicon alloying used in semiconductor
devices, producing technical-purpose isotopes, materials science works on studying the impact of radiation
fluxes on space technology materials, mechanical engineering, radioelectronics, and many other fields. But
one of the main tasks being carried out on the research
reactor site is the production of radiopharmaceuticals,
which is very important for medical reasons.”
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Oleg Dolmatov, Director of TPU
Institute of Physics and Technology.
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Generator of technetium-99m based on
neutron-radiated molybdenum-98.

Professor Victor Skuridin, doctor of technical sciences, Head of the IPT laboratory for production of radiopharmaceuticals and technetium generators:
“Starting 1985, for over 30 years, we have been producing technetium drugs that we supply to Tomsk
clinics, as well as other areas of our country. Besides,
we created technetium generators. This is a unique
technology that never before existed in Russia. Over
20 oncologic clinics, from Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk to Ulyanovsk, receive these generators that are very compact and available to any doctor. On the outside, they
resemble a metal thermos. Just a few simple operations produce a drug that is vital for many oncologic
patients. It is a diagnostic drug that can help examine various types of tumors.
“My team is not big, just 12 people. We all develop
drugs for cardiology and oncology, such as lyophilisates with an extended period of validity to produce
technetium-labeled glucose that will be supplied to
clinics for examining patients. Within the last four
years, we developed six radiopharmaceuticals that
are currently in pre-clinical trials stage. One of them
produces wonderful results. It is a nanocolloidal aluminum-oxide-based drug introduced in medical practice for the first time. It never occurred to anyone that
aluminum oxide, which is used in all technetium
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generators as a sorbent for molybdenum, is capable
of forming a stable bond with technetium. But it occurred to us. And we received a technetium-labeled
nanocolloid for discovering sentinel lymph nodes,
through which lymphogenic tumor metastasis begins.
This drug in the form of a stable reagent could be essential to both oncology and cardiology.
“We also developed a drug diethyl-dithiocarbamate
that helps estimate the blood supply to the brain. It is
used at early signs of a stroke or other brain circulation disorders, when other methods cannot detect this
pathology.
“Now we are developing technetium-labeled doxorubicin. It is widely used in oncology for chemotherapeutical treatment of malignant growths. However,

A technetium-labeled
nanocolloid is used for
discovering sentinel
lymph nodes, through
which lymphogenic tumor
metastasis begins.
it is inefficient for over 30% of patients, while its toxic effect is manifested in full. We asked ourselves: how
to know in advance whether a certain patient would
be responsive to this treatment? So we labeled it with
technetium. It turned out that if a miniscule amount
of this labeled drug is injected into the patient and
goes into the tumor, it will become apparent immediately whether it works or not. If not, a different drug
must be chosen.

Nuclear Medicine
“The results of using our radiopharmaceuticals are
great. We have many cases when we were able to save
a patient’s life. For example, one well-known Tomsk
professor of physics was diagnosed using our pharmaceuticals at early stages of an oncologic process.
He underwent a successful surgery and recovered
even without chemotherapy. He is alive and working.
I know dozens of people whose lives were saved using
our drugs that check the heart muscle health. Let’s
say a person has ischemic heart disease. A healthy
cell accumulates a certain substance at a certain rate,
while a sick cell does it at a different rate. The scintigram displays the ischemia-damaged heart. We insert
the drug and see which parts of the heart accumulate this substance. This shows what heart cells are
still healthy, and it becomes apparent how to treat this
patient, whether or not he needs a surgery, and what
kind of surgery. Such examination takes only one and
a half hours, but it can extend a person’s life by many
years.
“According to our statistics, over 400 thousand patients within the past two years were examined using technetium generators. No other university in the
world handles such global tasks. Unlike most nuclear
centers, we don’t sell neutrons, we are involved in direct production for practical healthcare. This is what
makes us absolutely unique.
“Our production was created using the reactor and
according to GMP standards — it’s an international
safety requirement to medical drugs concerning air
cleanness and room classiness. For example, class A
is required to produce intravenous drugs. If a drug
undergoes subsequent sterilization, then class B is

 eeded. We have class B — this is a very high cleann
ness indicator. We make intravenous drugs, and every morning, trucks take them to Tomsk clinics, where
every patient can be sure of their sterility and safety.”

Evgeny Choinzonov, R AS academician, Director of Tomsk Scientific and Research Institute
of Oncology, Head of R AS Tomsk National Research
Center:
“Today’s healthcare is impossible without multidisciplinary treatment approach. And if previously we
dealt only with surgical practice, as well as radiation
and chemo therapy, now our range of activity is significantly broader. We conduct photodynamic therapy. In order to amplify the radiation therapy effect,
we must provide the temperature increase in the tumor itself. We must also try to reduce the unwanted
effects of radiation therapy, for which purpose we use
various lasers. High-technological treatment must be
provided not just at all treatment phases, but — most
importantly — at the diagnostic stages and during
patient monitoring. Today PET technology is widely
used in oncologic practice, but even this tool is not
available at all large institutes or oncologic centers.
But for monitoring and evaluating the efficiency of
patient treatment, such methods as scintigraphy and
its mapping over computer tomography data have a
huge significance. By developing treatment tactics,
we must also determine the volume of required operations.
“Unfortunately, today up to 70% of surgeries on regional metastatic zones are performed without indications. This turns into extra costs and lower quality of

Gamma chamber for performing single-photon emission computer tomography.
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Above the TPU research nuclear reactor core.
patients’ lives. So it’s very important to substantiate
the necessity of a certain surgery. Today we are able
to evaluate this necessity objectively in respect to
three localizations: cervical cancer, breast cancer,
and laryngeal cancer. Thanks to our joint efforts with
Tomsk Polytechnic University and its associates,
we approached the development of pioneering drugs
that help diagnose and treat these diseases. We just
received the trademark for one of such diagnostic
drugs — it got the name Alotech. Now we need a commercial partner who will put into mass production.”
Professor Vladimir Chernov, Assistant Director of
Scientific and Research Institute of Oncology, doctor of
medical sciences:
“Our cooperation with TPU has a long history. Our
first joint work was on thallium-199. In 1988 we
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 tarted its clinical trials. This is an
s
absolutely original drug for world
nuclear medicine; previously thallium-201 was used. Why didn’t it work
for us? Firstly, the half-life of thallium-201 is ten times longer, which
means a very high radiation load on
the patient. Secondly, this drug could
only be produced using very powerful cyclotrons that require a lot of
production time. Scientists at Tomsk
Polytechnic University developed an
elegant technology for wasteless production of thallium-199 using a medium-power cyclotron. Initially, thallium-199 was used to evaluate the
coronary perfusion in cardiology.
Currently we heavily use it to diagnose malignant growths, to stage the
process, and evaluate the treatment
efficiency.
“Our cooperation with Tomsk Polytechnic University has a huge practical meaning for clinical oncology.
This primarily concerns the development of radiopharmaceuticals for uncovering sentinel lymph nodes, which
represents the basis for performing
preserving surgeries in oncology.
“There are multiple lymph nodes
surrounding each tumor, however,
the lymph drain and, consequently, lymphogenic metastasis goes on
through one or two nodes that are
called sentinel nodes. If we uncover them and conduct histological examination, we can accurately determine whether there are indications
to performing conservative surgeries — they are done when tumor cells
are not found in sentinel nodes. But
when sentinel nodes are affected by metastasis, extended surgery is necessary. Unfortunately, today
such mutilating surgeries are often done with no indications. The problems is that today Russia doesn’t
have a single registered drug for diagnosing sentinel
lymph nodes, even though it has long become a treatment standard in all developed countries.
“A few years ago, together with TPU, we started developing our own radiopharmaceutical. By that time
we already knew all the shortcomings of foreign drugs.
Firstly, their accumulation in sentinel lymph nodes is
just 1–2% of the require dose, which makes it hard to
visualize. Secondly, after the drug reaches the sentinel
node, it passes into the nodes of the second and third
orders, which reduces the specificity of diagnostics.
“We were able to create a drug that doesn’t accumulate in the nodes of second and third order, but only

Nuclear Medicine

Control room of the TPU research nuclear reactor.
reaches the sentinel nodes and settles there. Because
of this, its concentration in the sentinel node is five,
six, or even ten times higher compared to foreign
counterparts. There was never a drug so effective. We
already have a patent for this invention, and it made it
to the top-100 list of best Russia’s inventions.
“Another important field of research for us is theranostics: treatment plus diagnostics, when we first

theranostic treatment of such a widespread oncologic
pathology as prostate cancer. In this case, gallium-68
and lutecium-177 are used as a theranostic pair. Gallium-68 is used to treat the primary tumor and prostate
cancer metastasis, and lutecium-177 produces great
treatment results.
“While conducting research in this direction, we
took technetium-99m and rhenium-188 as a theranostic pair. Currently we conduct research on creating devices for wasteless production of rhenium-188 on cyclotrons. A serious
problem of nuclear medicine is creating chelates — molecules that
help link antibodies with radionuclides. A group of scientists headed by Mekhman Yusubov, Head of
the TPU Department of Technology
of Organic Substances and Polymer
Materials, created an original chelate that makes it possible to receive
radiopharmaceuticals right in the
clinic. Its application would allow avoiding multistage
synthesis with multiple cleanups, thus facilitating the
use of this technology for both doctors and patients.
“Our successful cooperation with Tomsk Polytechnic
University gives reasons to look at the future with
great optimism.”

Our cooperation with Tomsk Polytechnic
University has a huge practical
meaning for clinical oncology. This
primarily concerns the development
of radiopharmaceuticals — the basis
for performing preserving surgeries in
oncology.
evaluate the potential of using a therapeutic agent,
calculate the required dose, and predict its efficiency, and then we inject the therapeutic drug. For a
long time, theranostics was mostly used to treat thyroid cancer. For this purpose, they used iodine-123
for diagnostics and iodine-131 for therapy. This method proved itself wonderfully. Currently, in Europe
and the USA, there are new antibody-based drugs for
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One of the challenges that Russian higher
education institutions face today is international
integration, as well as exchange of knowledge
and experience in science and education.

I NTE RNATIONAL COOPE RATION

All
Tongues
Lead to Tomsk
he recently created RASA Center at Tomsk
Polytechnic University gathered leading specialists
from the most prominent institutes, universities,
and laboratories world-wide. Roman Ostvald,
Deputy Vice-Rector for Research and Innovations
and candidate of chemical sciences, tells us all
about it.

“An interesting abbreviation, RASA, sounds almost
like ‘race.’”
“There is a connection, however, not to race but to
language. R ASA, Russian-Speaking Academic Science Association, is an independent international noncommercial nongovernment association of Russianspeaking scientists that work abroad. The objective
of RASA activity is to exchange knowledge and experience in science and education. Typically, these scientists achieved high status; they head their own research groups in leading foreign universities and scientific centers. RASA association scientists, on the
one hand, unlike foreigners, understand the mentality of Russian scientists and Russian laws, and on
the other, they possess knowledge of how to work in
the best universities of the world and readily share
this knowledge and experience. The interaction between Tomsk Polytechnic University and RASA helps
acquire new contacts and find partners who could
get involved in solving modern Russia’s topical problems. One of such challenges, which Russian higher
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Roman Ostvald, Vice-Rector for
Research and Innovations.
education i nstitutions face, is the necessity of global
improvement of their competitiveness in international
ratings. We are talking about the 5–100 Project, whose
main indicator would be to have at least five Russian
institutions in the world top-100 list by the year 2020.
Frankly speaking, this problem is hardly solvable
without fruitful cooperation with foreign colleagues,
joint research, and common projects.
“In our opinion, RASA centers involving scientists
from the association must be created in all institutes
and universities belonging to the 5–100 Project. Currently Russia has three such centers. The first one was
established in Saint Petersburg Polytechnic University, the second one was created in Tomsk last year,
hosted by TPU. And in the end of last year, another
RASA Center with three laboratories was opened at
Kazan Federal University.”
“How was the RASA Center in Tomsk created?”

There is a story, which I’m not sure is true. There was an
old building at the MIT campus periphery that somewhat
resembled an industrial hangar. All associates that did
not have their own working spaces were “exiled“ to
that hangar. This resulted in a chaotic scientific salad:
there were IT specialists, physicists, chemists, biologists,
and humanitarians; everyone worked in their corners
on their own projects. But then the human factor
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“The key role in creating the RASA Center in Tomsk
was played by Elena Nikolaevna Atochina-Vasserman,
a Tomsk native and graduate of Siberian State Medical
University (SSMU), professor of Pennsylvania University (USA), an Ivy League member. In the course of one
week, Elena and her colleague from Rutgers University (USA) visited every TPU department, talked to people, and got acquainted with our scientists, their projects and working conditions. This was a very intensive
week, but it allowed RASA scientists to understand
which projects could be implemented jointly with TPU
scientists, what equipment and infrastructure exists.
Elena Atochina-Vasserman is certain that all discoveries happen at some joints of sciences and, usually,
unexpectedly; nonetheless it is these joints that produce the growing-points where something totally new
could be created. This is why the center was formed as
an interdisciplinary project that attracted physicists
and medical workers under one roof. Thanks to Elena’s energy, her personal contacts with scientists, and
her belief in this project, just two months after her visit to Tomsk, the first party of eight scientists from the
USA and Europe arrived to meet TPU scientists and
students. From this point on, everything started developing rapidly. I would also like to emphasize that
the RASA center would be very hard to open without
the initiative and enthusiasm of our associates — Sergey Baidali and Yulia Sirazetdinova. A year ago, nobody really believed in the prospect of such cooperation. But joint efforts from both sides and the strong
support from TPU director Petr Savelievich Chubik ensured that the creation of the RASA Center as a scientific managing organ would happen. Certain tools and
powers helped fill laboratories with people, got financing and equipment.”

The Magnificent Six

“Moving from the general to the specific: what is
the RASA Center in Tomsk today?”
“We have a serious aim compared to other universities. There was a decision made at TPU to create six
laboratories at once: three for physics and technology
research and three for biomedical works. Of the former, the first is intended for information technology
and operations with large volumes of data: their processing, visualization, etc. Hence the name: laboratory for big data processing and analysis.”
“Big Data?”

intervened, and scientists started communicating and
discussing their problems. So within a few years, several
breakthrough interdisciplinary projects were born there,
involving humanities, technology, biology… This brought
great dividends. Soon they started producing serious
publications that received incredible citation indexes. This
idea is, to a certain degree, implemented in our Scientific
Park.

International Cooperation
“Exactly. The laboratory is managed by Alexey Klimentov, Head of the Research Group on Physical Software at the Physics Department of Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA). Additionally, he is also the
coordinator of ATLAS distributed computing experiment at CERN. The main application of big data is fundamental research of high-energy particle physics
that CERN is dealing with. This includes several projects involving a huge number of scientists from various countries. Some of the best laboratories in the
world have been created on this subject. Last spring,
Tomsk Polytechnic University entered one of CERN
technical collaborations; in the future, we plan to
enter others as well. Within the framework of these
groups’ works, hundreds of interesting articles are being published in leading scientific magazines. But of
course, becoming a member of such research groups
is a huge achievement on its own. With the RASA center support, three of our young scientists have been
working for over a year in various CERN projects. TPU
graduates have good prospects for further work in this
megaproject of world significance.
“The second laboratory is a medical products design
laboratory. It is also related to information technology, but is concerned not with nuclear physics but with
automation for healthcare in general and for surgery
in particular. It is headed by RASA US Section president Nikolay Vasilyev, professor of the Harvard School
of Medicine. He conducts research and practice in the
area of cardiac surgery — bypassing operations, open
heart surgeries, etc. “
“And how is this related to information techno
logy?”
“In a most direct way. There is a well-known American company Intuitive Surgical Inc., which builds da
Vinci surgical robots. Several thousands of them have
been made, and they operate in hundreds of clinics all
over the world. The da Vinci robots are also used for
heart surgeries. But in order to operate on a heart, it
first must be immobilized. The heart is stopped, and
the artificial blood circulation is activated; the surgery
is performed, after which the heart is restarted again.”
“What if it doesn’t restart?”
“This is the riskiest part. Ideally, the surgery must
be performed on a working heart, but it’s very difficult. The heart pulsates, so the main task of robotics
is to compensate this pulsation, synchronize the robot’s movements with the heart beat, and inside this
synchronization make a control pulse that will allow
performing the surgery.”
“Could a human do it?”
“I don’t think so — the probability of an error is too
high. The play in movements is minimal, and a onemillimeter error could mean the patient’s life. Nikolay Vasilyev has done certain groundwork in this area,
and he cooperates with Intuitive Surgical on his laboratory’s activities. Together they try to make da Vinci
more ‘skillful.’”
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Alexey Klimentov, Head of the Laboratory
for Big Data Processing and Analysis.
“We are approaching the third laboratory.”
“This is the Tomsk RASA Center laboratory for electromagnetic radiation engineering. It was opened at
the TPU Institute of Physics and Technology and is related to high-energy particle physics. It is headed by
Pavel Karataev, our graduate and professor of Royal
Holloway College at University of London. His specialty is studying and detecting fast particles.
“As I already mentioned, three other laboratories
are involved in medical science, biochemistry, and
medication use in clinical practice. The laboratory for studying neuroprotection mechanisms, headed by Dmitry Atochin, professor of Scientific and Research Center of Cardiovascular Cardiology of Harvard Medical School (USA), studies brain circulation
malfunctions. As a Tomsk R ASA Center associate,
Dmitry works in tight cooperation with his Alma Mater, SSMU, as well as Scientific and Research Institute of Pharmacology and the Novosibirsk Academic Town.
“The laboratory for studying signal transduction
mechanisms in Tomsk is headed by Rutgers University professor Andrew Gow from Scotland. The main objective here is to study the processes and mechanisms
of a cell’s immune response to inflammation and other pathological process. Also, working in this laboratory as an assistant is our RASA Tomsk center director
Elena Atochina-Vasserman, Pennsylvania University
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professor. Elena studies the role of immune cells in
treating rare genetic cancerous lung diseases. Another member of this laboratory is Valery Fokin, a chemist from the top-ten list of most famous scientists who
work on the ‘click-chemistry’ subject.”
“What is ‘click chemistry’?”
“Roughly speaking, it is when the medical drug synthesis creates a condition where the reaction can go
only in one given direction, forming a specific compound. Just like in the Lego constructor — one click,
and the molecules are connected like bricks. Valery
Fokin uses the idea of this kind of molecule connection
in chemical reactions that could be used for creating
new pharmaceuticals and for their application, for example, to treat lung diseases.”
“Tuberculosis?”
“Not only tuberculosis, but also cancer, pneumonia,
and other diseases. In the RASA Center there is a separate project concerning tuberculosis. Tuberculosis
belongs to the growing list of diseases where existing
medications stop working due to fast evolution of the
tuberculosis mycobacterium (Koch's bacillus). The necessity of fast and accurate diagnostics of resistant tuberculosis and of new efficient TB drugs has been accepted as world-wide priority. In many countries, an
international network of tuberculosis portals has been
created. These portals serve for cooperation by medical workers from different countries and for comprehensive scientific and practical research of resistant
forms of tuberculosis.”
“This is done in order to not waste time and money for reinventing a new high-tech and rather expensive wheel?
“Exactly. R ASA Center scientists, together with
scientist from National Institutes of Health (USA),
suggested the idea of creating one of such portals
in Tomsk — a modern multidisciplinary scientific

r esource titled ‘Tubercular Portal of Russia.’ The program’s objective is the development of new methods of
diagnosing resistant tuberculosis and improving the
medication therapy efficiency using genome information. This is a very large project, and currently there
are cooperation discussions in progress with Siberian State Medical University, TPU Institute of Cybernetics, Scientific and Research Institute of Medical Genetics, and National Institutes of Health in the
USA.

The RASA Center was created
as an interdisciplinary project
that attracted physicists and
medical workers under one
roof. TPU made the decision
to create six laboratories at
once: three for physics and
technology research and three
for biomedical works.

“Another project that our center’s specialists are
now actively promoting is dedicated to delivering
medical drugs into the lungs using aerosols. The
current problem is that drops of pulmonary medications, for the most part, get settled in the upper
lungs, while many of them must be delivered to the
lower lungs. In this field of research we have interesting projects that are being developed by Professor Pavel Strizhak of the Power Institute. He develops
mathematical models for optimal drops distribution.”
“Distribution inside the
lungs?”
“As strange as it may sound —
no. One of his best-known works
is related to extinguishing forest fires. Right now we just pour
tons of water over the burning forest, which leads to huge
overspending of water and low
efficiency of fire extinguishing compared to aerosol water spraying. The main idea expressed by Pavel Strizhak is to
use different altitudes for water
dumping, each of which corresponds to a specific drop size.
By the time the drop reaches
the fire, it gradually evaporates,
Nikolay Vasilyev, Head of the Medical Products Design Laboratory.
absorbing the amount of heat
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Andrew Gow, Head of the Laboratory for
Studying Signal Transduction Mechanisms.
necessary for extinguishing the fire. This would allow
using water more efficiently and bring fires under control much faster.
“The same idea could be used for aerosol medications in healthcare: the optimal drop distribution, different sizes, different delivery speed — all this would
make the medication get distributed as efficient as
possible, thus reaching its target inside the lungs,
which could significantly affect the course and rate of
recovery. This is another example of productive cooperation on the joint of sciences — how to apply knowledge in physics to biomedical processes.
“I will provide another example of productive cooperation between TPU Institute of Non-destructive
Testing (INT) and medical workers. When its director,
Valery Borikov, and his associates discussed the prospects of joint works with the scientists of the Tomsk
RASA Center, TPU physicists got the idea of how to
help biomedical scientists research various pathological processes in mice using live video. This led to the
development of a special tomograph based on the medical betatron created at INT TPU. The betatron has already been launched — it works very well and provides
good resolution.”
“We still haven’t covered another laboratory.”
“The laboratory for new drug-delivery mechanisms
is managed by professor Gleb Sukhorukov, Head of
the Laboratory for Biopolymers and Bio-Organic Surfaces at the School of Engineering and Materials Sciences of Queen Mary University of London, Ex-President of the European R ASA Section. In 2011, the
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Forbes magazine included him in the top-10 list of
leading world scientists of Russian descent. The general goal of the laboratory is to develop intellectual strategies for medication delivery. Gleb Sukhorukov and his associates in Tomsk are developing the
latest technologies allowing to encapsulate medication drugs into micro- and nano-packaging, as well as
performing their precise delivery to specific targets.
Gleb Sukhorukov is also working on the issue of controlling the release of various medical agents, so they
start their activity at specific time in the specific area
of tissues and organs.”
“Almost all of your laboratories are health-related
in one way or another.”
“Yes, translational medicine has been selected as the
field of research in three of the six laboratories of the
RASA Center in Tomsk. This is a new area for TPU.
We are working jointly with our colleagues from other universities, departments of biotechnology and organic chemistry, physical and analytical chemistry,
technology of organic substances and polymer materials, nano-materials and nano-technologies. This includes works by our professors Mekhman Yusubov,
Alexey Pestryakov, Elena Korotkova, Victor Filimonov,
Oleg Khasanov, Roman Surmenev, Sergey Tverdokhlebov, and many others that possess all those
competencies that TPU has today. In our cooperation
with RASA, we are able to use them in a new way —
translate them into medicine.”

Three Stories of Science

“Where is the head office of the Tomsk center located?”
“It appeared just recently. Last May, during the
120th university’s anniversary, a three-story technopark building was opened at TPU. It is often referred
to as Scientific Park. The first floor hosts the center
for robotic engineering and the center for space research that deals with surface coating and building elements for space systems. The second floor is the center of 3D printing and additive technology. Four of the
RASA Center laboratories are also located here, three
of which are biomedicine-related. The tecnnopark also
has a big multiple-access hall with standard equipment that will be used for conducting general experiments. We also have small auditoriums.”
“Do you have a clean room?”
“Absolutely. We also plan to have a cultural room —
to grow cells. A separate room will be dedicated to
performing operations on animals (mice and rats). In
the same location we plan to create a room with special requirements to keep animals: good ventilation,
constant temperature and humidity, controlled daylight.”
“The two remaining laboratories are on the third
floor?”
“No. The third floor hosts the center of difficult
oil and the multiple-access center for analytical
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“This same concept is used in TPU’s system of
training assignment. Today several people here have
signed a student agreement and are studying abroad
for their PhD degrees. Additionally, several other centers have already undergone extensive training in foreign laboratories headed by R ASA Center scientists
in the USA and Europe. Upon returning to our university in the position of postdocs and research group

Dmitry Atochin, Head of the Laboratory for
Studying Neuroprotection Mechanisms.
chemistry: six large blocks, one of which is given to
RASA. The two remaining RASA laboratories are located in other TPU buildings, taking into account their
specifics.”

Collaboration of Collaborators

“Another important mission of the RASA Center concerns competencies that our colleagues could develop
in our students and graduates. Our young people that
defend their theses led by RASA scientists then continue their scientific career in RASA Center laboratories and will further continue their tight cooperation
with RASA scientists both in TPU and in foreign laboratories.”
“Nearly the same result could be achieved in a different way: without involving expensive Western
scientists, but by sending our students and graduates to study to those centers.”
“Of course, but better to combine these two approaches. In Russia there is a program called ‘Global
Education,’ which implements a very interesting model. There is a list of leading world higher education institutions. Any student or graduate could apply for this
project and win the scholarship that would cover all
expenses related to studying in one of them. But then
he must return to Russia and work for at least three
years in one of Russia’s leading institutions, conducting research and passing competencies.
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Our goal here, in Russia, and
specifically at TPU is to create
decent working conditions
for the young people that
got their scientific degrees
and, most importantly, the
experience as members of
successful teams. Then any
global challenge that today’s
universities face could be
handled successfully.
leaders, these students will continue their research
back home. We fully support the further collaboration with the university that provided education or
training, off-site participation in joint projects and
programs, as well as invitations for foreign colleagues
to visit.”
“Today everyone talks about the notorious brain
drain…”
“There is no reason to be afraid of that. International mobility is a normal process, typical of most developed countries. Large laboratories of leading world
universities gather all nations, peoples, and languages. Let’s say, someone comes there to work temporarily and receive the PhD degree, but then for several
years this person is assigned to a specific laboratory,
he has his own field of study, he learns a lot, but his
work also develops the laboratory. It’s a powerful incentive for the professor — to gather the best personnel, his dream team, and create a new school of scientific education.
“And our goal here, in Russia, and specifically at
Tomsk Polytechnic University is to create decent working conditions for these young people that got their
scientific degrees and, most importantly, the experience as members of successful teams. Then any global
challenge that today’s universities face could be handled successfully.

International Cooperation
Dmitry Atochin, Head of the Tomsk RASA Center Laboratory for Studying Neuroprotection Mechanisms, Harvard Medical School:
“I knew about the existence of R ASA for a pretty
long time, but I never took this organization seriously. I thought it gathered people who have too much
extra time on their hands; they get together from
abroad and discuss pseudoscientific problems in
Russian. And I don’t mean ‘pseudoscientific’ in a negative way, I mean not specific scientific fields but science in general: how it’s made, how it’s administered,
what to do, etc.
“When I was invited to the RASA conference in Boston two years ago, my opinion started to change. Firstly, I heard strong scientific reports. Secondly, I realized that RASA has people who really want to participate in scientific interaction with Russia. Thirdly, I
saw that there is a mutual interest from Russia. And
when I was invited to come to Tomsk, my homeland,
with a report on my scientific activity and with a prospect to organize my laboratory there, I got really interested. Previously I had similar visits to Russia, with
lectures and prospects. Every time everything went
fine, but something didn’t quite work out — first no financing, then administrative problems, then something else.
“This time everything is going well, or, as they say
today, ‘adequately.’ Precise, accessible, and understandable management at all levels. Fast decisions.

Good leaders. Competent accounting and requirements. Of course, there also are problems that you
get unaccustomed to when working abroad, such as
slow logistics, overly complicated ordering system,
not quite intelligible bureaucratic requirements. But
we can and must work on this. By the way, there are
also problems abroad, and there are issues that must
be worked out and ideas to adopt from other countries, including Russia. This is emotionally interesting and beneficial for everyone. A lot has been accomplished, but a lot more must still be done — by us,
with our experience working abroad that, I hope, will
only help; by our Tomsk and Russian colleagues, because we are still one ‘family,’ even though we live far
apart but think and speak Russian; by our foreign
colleagues, because this is interesting for those who
come with us to Russia; by science, because it can do
a lot and bring the world together; by me, because I
love Tomsk where I have many friends, classmates,
fellow-students, instructors, and teachers whose efforts made all this possible. We understand perfectly well that science is going through a tough period in
Russia. So what? A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”

Interview by Valery Chumakov

RASA Center in Tomsk at the opening of the TPU Scientific Park.
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